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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Clinical judgment has long been viewed as an intrinsic part of the psychological assessment of individuals
(Wiggins, 19 73) . Because the process of clinical judgment is considered valuable to the accuracy of individual
assessment, psychologists have attempted to examine and
measure the process.

As Miller and Bieri (1963) noted,

however, an understanding of the clinical judgment process
has been hampered by the relative lack of conceptual models
of cognitive behavior.

As in any area of research, the

presence of a conceptual model serves to guide the researcher in systematic and integrated methods of examination.
In attempting to develop statistical methods for
evaluating clinical judgment, Hoffman (1960) noted that
the fundamental task of clinical diagnosis is to collect,
assess, and assimilate information concerning the client.
The psychologist must begin with the information itself,
such as biographical data, psychological test scores,
results of laboratory tests, and/or manifest symptoms.
The psychologist completes the process by making a judgment, which may involve a recommendation for treatment or
discharge, a decision to collect further information before

reaching a final judgment or classification of the client
into a diagnostic category.

Thus, the beginning and end

points of the judgment process are known, but there is
little understanding of what transpires between these
points.
If the process of clinical judgment is viewed as the
transformation of information into a final judgment, the
application of an information theory approach as a conceptual model of clinical judgment has potential value.
Attneave (1959) and McGill (1954) have demonstrated the
usefulness of information theory as a method of analyzing
the transmission of information in a given message.

Garner

(1962) used information theory as a conceptual model in
studying the ability of a judge to discriminate among stimuli.

It is this role of information theory as a conceptual

approach that makes it of possible value in the study of
clinical judgment.
By conceptualizing the clinical judgment process as
a form of information processing, it is possible to analyze characteristics of the judge as a cognitive system
or channel through which certain inputs (information about
the client) are transformed into outputs (some type of
clinical judgment).

This model enables the researcher to

draw inferences about the psychologist as a transmitter of
case information.

It is thus possible to empirically

determine the psychologist's capacity to discriminate between different stimulus dimensions, the number of reliable
discriminations the psychologist can make within a given
stimulus dimension, and the optimum capacity of the psychologist for processing information.
Unquestionably, clinical judgment plays an important
part in client assessment.

The process of clinical judg-

ment has generally been considered to be a highly complex,
idiosyncratic phenomenon, closed to empirical investigation
(Meehl, 1954).

With the application of information theory

as a conceptual framework, however, it may be possible to
empirically examine the nature of the process of clinical
judgment.
Statement of the Issues
In examining the nature of clinical judgment, four
issues of interest arise.

One involves the development of

an information processing model to describe the decisionmaking steps involved in clinical judgment.

This addresses

the question raised by many researchers, such as Hammond,
Hursch, and Todd (19 64), as to how the psychologist uses
the information about a client to formulate a clinical
judgment.

A second issue involves examining the effect of

varying amounts of inconsistent information on information
processing.

As DePaulo, Rosenthal, Eisenstat, Rogers, and

Finkelstein (1978) noted, the psychologist rarely receives

totally consistent information regarding a particular client
and usually must formulate a judgment based on some resolution of inconsistent information.

A third issue to be con-

sidered in examining clinical judgment is the relative
importance of various verbal and nonverbal variables in the
process of clinical judgment.

There is a vast amount of

literature to support the idea that various verbal and nonverbal cues are not given equal weight in formulating judgments about a client (Ekman and Friesen, 1967) . A fourth
issue involves examining the interaction between amount of
training and the process of clinical judgment.

This addres-

ses the question raised by Watts (19 80) and others as to
whether clinical training changes the method by which
judgments are made and whether some alteration in clinical
training programs is needed.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to examine systematically
the process by which consistent and inconsistent verbal and
nonverbal cues are used by judges differing in level of
psychological training to make clinical judgments in the
assessment of depression.

Ekman and Friesen (1968) offered

two arguments supporting the study of nonverbal variables
in personality assessment research.

First, nonverbal be-

havior is a primary means of expressing or communicating

emotion; the presence of nonverbal cues supporting or contradicting verbal expressions of feelings may be crucial
to the psychologist's assessment of the client.

Numerous

studies support the idea that emotion can be reliably
judged from viewing nonverbal behavior (Davitz, 19 64; Ditt-

man, 1962; Dittman, Parloff, and Boomer, 1965; Ekman, 1965a;
Ekman, 1965b; Izard, 1971; Zaidel and Mehrabian,19 69).
Second, nonverbal cues provide qualifiers as to the interpretation of verbal statements; nonverbal cues serve to
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repeat, contradict, amplify, or add to the verbal message
Again, empirical evidence supports the idea that the relationship between verbal and nonverbal cues is varied and
complex (Ekman, 1965; Haggard and Isaacs, 1966; Mahl,
Danet, and Norton, 1959).

In addition, studies have found

the nonverbal components of a message to be considerably
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more influential than the verbal message^ (Haase and Tepper,
1972; Mehrabian, 1968; Tepper and Haase, 1978).
Depression was selected as the emotion to be assessed
in this research primarily on the basis of its prevalence.
The National Institute of Mental Health estimates that
between four and eight million Americans may need professional care for the depressive illnesses.

In addition,

depression can lead to death; one out of every 100 persons
experiencing a depressive illness in the United States
dies of suicide.

Economic cost also adds to the seriousness

of the disorder, with estimates of the loss of productivity
and cost of treatment falling between 1.3 and 4.0 billion
dollars annually (Williams, Friedman, and Secunda, 19 70).
There is some literature to suggest that the incidence of
depression is on the rise, particularly among certain
groups, such as women (Weissman and Paykel, 1974), the elderly (Botwinick, 1973) and adolescents (Gallemore and
Wilson, 1972).

A better understanding of the judgment pro-

cess involved in assessing depression may lead to more effective steps taken to treat a prevalent, serious, and
costly disorder.
Level of training of the judges is considered in this
study because it is widely assumed that the psychologist's
academic background prepares him/her for accurately judging others.

The implication is that the psychologist's

training enables him or her to use data in a special way.
This suggests that the psychologist can integrate large
amounts of information about the client in a complex manner
in order to arrive at a judgment or prediction about the
client that is more accurate than judgments made by lessertrained individuals.

Although studies based on this assump-

tion are numerous and span a great many years, there is
little empirical evidence that justifies considering level
of training as an advantage in the accuracy of clinical
judgment (Goldberg, 1959; Goldberg, 1968; Kelly and Fiske,

1951; Smith, 1973; Strieker, 1967; Tripodi and Bieri, 1964;
Tversky and Kahneman, 1971).

However, it should be noted

that studies thus far have not considered the systematic
variation in the consistency/inconsistency of the information provided.
Significance of the Problem
Depression was chosen as the disorder to be assessed
on the basis of its prevalence and potential severity.
Since the main concern of the study is to examine the process of clinical judgment, the use of another disorder
might have been equally appropriate.

Since psychologists

frequently deal with a depressed client, however, a better
understanding of the way depression is judged may be of
more general interest than would be the case with many
other disorders.
Clinical judgment, for many psychologists, is a basic
part of daily routine.

Despite the frequency with which

clinical judgment is used, however, little is known of
its" nature.

The psychologist's judgments are often stated

in a manner that defies empirical examination of the process.

When a psychologist has collected information about

a client, he/she weighs this information in some way and
formulates an assessment or judgment.

The process of this

judgment appears idiosyncratic and complex, unexplainable
by even the psychologist him/herself (Hoffman, Slovic, and
Rorer, 1968).
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Hammond and Summers (1965) cited numerous studies examining clinical judgment that suggest that judges are
primarily linear in their method of combining cues.

Intui-

tively, this does seem to be an accurate description of the
process.

Meehl (1954) argued that the efficacy of clinical

judgment relies significantly on the psychologist's ability
to take advantage of nonlinear relationships.

In addition,

the studies described by Hammond and Summers (1965) do not
exclude the possibility of meaningfully using nonlinear
cues, but simply indicate that such use has not been demonstrated empirically.
In reviewing a substantial number of studies concerning clinical judgment, Nystedt (19 74) noted that the main
conclusion to be drawn is that accurate judgment has been
a function of characteristics of traits examined, the
amount of information the psychologist receives, the type
of information the psychologist receives, and situational
variables.

The next question might logically ask speci-

fically how the amount and type of information under different situations systematically alter the judgment process.
In considering the theoretical and practical impact of
such information, it is surprising that so few studies exist
that deal specifically with the effects of linear cues on
the judgment process.

An additional aspect to be considered

here is whether or not the level of sophistication of the

judge can be considered a situational variable that systematically affects the judgment process.

Implicit in

the examination of the judgment process is the assumption
that the psychologist is generally more accurate in the
judgment of others than are lay persons.

If this assum-

tion is true, it in turn implies that level of training
in some way alters the judgment process, so that the individual assimilates information in an increasingly accurate and useful manner.
If the judgment process is studied empirically, by
systematically altering cue consistency and the relative
value of various cues in the judgment process, it may be
possible to formulate an information processing model to
describe the process of clinical judgment.

Such a model

might in turn be used to train individuals to become more
accurate in assessing clients and formulating therapeutic
decisions.
Definition of Terms
Depression has been variously defined as a symptom,
mood, syndrome, and/or nosological entity.

For purposes

of this study a specific definition is provided, following the American Psychiatric Association (1968) reactive
classification, whereby depression is seen as a reaction
to some life circumstance in which the individual's contact with reality remains largely intact.

Depression is
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considered to be an affective state with which all of the
judges in this study were familiar, to some extent, and
was operationally defined based on relevant literature.
As will be discussed later, this literature involves the
research of Beck (1967) and Hamilton (1960), who described
affective characteristics commonly attributed to persons
diagnosed as experiencing a reactive depression.

Verbal

content reliably identified by raters as describing depression includes statements concerning depressed mood,
guilt, suicide, insomnia, loss of motivation, and somatic
symptoms (Beck, 1967; Hamilton, 1960).

Nonverbal cues

consistently reported by raters as indicative of reactive
depression include poor eye contact and a downward curvature of the mouth (Hinchliffe, Lancashire, and Roberts,
1972; Rutter and Stephenson, 1972a; Rutter and Stephenson,
1972b; Waxer, 1974; Waxer, 1976).
It seems necessary also to define the use of the term
clinical judgment, since at times the term human judgment
may appear to be more accurate.

The term clinical judg-

ment is used here simply as a matter of tradition, following from Meehl (1954), who discussed the use of human
judgment in the practice of clinical psychology.

The is-

sues discussed by Meehl have subsequently extended beyond
the context of clinical psychology, and the use of the
term clinical judgment has since extended to describe human
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judgment by individuals who may or may not be clinical
psychologists.

In addition, the term clinical judgment

refers to the procedures used in making an assessment of
current functioning rather than those used to make predictions concerning future behavior.

This distinction,

discussed by Holt (1958, 1970), emphasizes that understanding is the principal goal of the clinical assessment
routine and that prediction, in many instances, is of
somewhat lesser importance.

Consistent with this view.

Rush (1982) discussed the substantial value of accurately
assessing current functioning, in that this process serves
as a necessary prerequisite to:

(1) simplification of

complex data; (2) simplification of communication between
professionals; (3) improvement of prognostic judgments;
(4) selection of appropriate treatments; and (5) improvement in clinical research strategies.

Thus clinical judg-

ment is important not only as a process to understand the
individual, but also as a stepping-stone to fundamental
activities within the realm of psychology.
Summary
There is little doubt that clinical judgment is an
intrinsic part of the psychologist's daily routine.

A

substantial amount of attention has been devoted to the
study of the clinical judgment process, but the bulk of
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this research has been conducted without benefit of a
conceptual model. Without such support, it is difficult
to control for possible confounding variables and to systematically study the judgment process. A better understanding of the judgment process may lead to the possibility of training individuals to be more accurate in
using clinical judgment.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The review of the literature concerns itself with
five research areas that contribute to an understanding of
the processing of inconsistent information in clinical
judgment and also to an understanding of the rationale for
this study.

First, research concerning the individual's

ability to process information, or his/her channel capacity, is relevant to an understanding of the application
of information theory to quantifying message transmission
in a communication or interaction.

Second, research con-

cerning conflicting or inconsistent informational cues
provides some understanding of the processing differences
that occur as a result of the consistency or inconsistency
of cues.

Third, the literature pertaining to the manner

in which cues are combined to make a judgment serves to
emphasize the need for systematic measurement and alteration of cues in an empirical setting.

Fourth, research

involving the judgment of nonverbal cues and the nonverbal
cues associated with the judgment of depression provides
some understanding of the cues selected for this study.
Fifth, research dealing with differences between groups
in terms of the judgment process provides some understanding of expected outcome of processing differences
between groups.
13
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The Individual's Capacity to
Process InformatTon
The mathematical theory of information was introduced
by Shannon and Weaver (1949) whose work pertained primarily
to the field of engineering.

Miller and Frick (1949) in-

troduced the theory into psychology as a tool, and from
there the concepts of information theory were increasingly
applied to the study of various psychological questions.
In a review of studies dealing with the human capacity for processing information. Miller (1956) attempted
to formulate some conclusions concerning the differences
in the processing of unidimensional versus multidimensional stimuli.

He noted that studies involving unidimen-

sional stimuli suggested that the individual can process
approximately 2.81 bits of information, plus or minus 1 bit.
One bit was defined as the number of simultaneous binary
discriminations an individual must make to maximally reduce the uncertainty in outcome.

For example, flipping a

coin involves one bit of information, in that knowing the
outcome requires only one discrimination among two alternatives (i.e., log

2 = 1 bit).
2

Studies of unidimensional discrimination, in which
the stimuli considered differ from one another in only one
respect, have usually dealt with perceptual discrimination
among stimulus alternatives.

In general, these studies
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have demonstrated that human channel capacity is relatively
limited and finite, conforming to Miller's concept of 2.81
+ 1 bit of information.

Pollack (1952) asked listeners to

identify tones by assigning numerals to them.

The tones

differed with respect to frequency, ranging from 100 to
8000 cycles per second.

Results indicated that subjects

could transmit an average of 2.5 bits of information, corresponding to about five equally likely alternatives.
Using a loudness discrimination task. Garner (1953)
examined the effect of the number of stimulus categories
on the accuracy of judgments of loudness.

Subjects were

asked to rate the intensity of tones, ranging from 15 to
110 decibels.

The subjects listened to different sets of

tones, each set varying in the total number of stimulus
categories used.

The results showed the channel capacity

for absolute judgments of loudness to be 2.3 bits, or
about five perfectly disciminable alternatives.
Beebe-Center, Rogers, and O'Connell (1955), in a
taste discrimination task, asked subjects to make absolute judgments of the concentration of salt solutions.
The concentrations ranged from 0.3 to 34.7 grams of salt
per 100 cubic centimeters of tap water in equal subjective steps.

The results indicated channel capacity was

1.9 bits, which is about 4 distinct alternatives.

Taste

intensities thus appear less distinctive than auditory
stimuli, but only slightly so.
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Channel capacity for judgments of visual discriminations seems significantly larger than for the above dimensions, with information transmission ranging from 2.2 to
3.6 bits of information.

A study by Halsey and Chapanis

(1954) required subjects to discriminate among colors of
equal luminance.

It was found that subjects made between

11 and 15 correct identifications, or approximately 3.6
bits of information.

Hake and Garner (1951) asked subjects

to judge the position of a pointer in relation to a standard marker by presenting drawings which varied the angle
of the pointer.

Channel capacity for this absolute judg-

ment was found to be 3.25 bits of information.

In a third

visual discimination study, Eriksen and Hake (19 55) found
that the channel capacity for judging the sizes of squares
was 2.2 bits, or approximately five categories.
Engen and Pfaffman (1959) examined subjects' channel
capacity for odor discrimination by asking subjects to rank
the intensities of odors varying along a strong-weak continuum.

They found that subjects maximally discriminated

1.5 bits of information, and with additional training in
making odor discriminations, channel capacity was raised
to 1.9 bits.
As Miller (1956) noted, studies like the above, involving perceptual discriminations, lead to the conclusion
that the human capacity for processing and transmitting
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information is markedly limited.

Miller was specific,

however, in limiting his "magical number seven" (the
number of equally likely alternatives in 2.81 bits of
information) to unidimensional judgments, in that the
results of unidimensional studies intuitively appear restricted.

Daily experience demonstrates that individuals

can accurately identify hundreds of faces, thousands of
words, and thousands of objects.

How is it, then, that

judgment of unidimensional variables in the laboratory
setting shows results so contradictory with common experience?

Miller (1956) proposed a possible explanation in the

number of independently variable attributes of the stimuli
judged; faces, words, and objects differ from one another
in many ways, while unidimensional stimuli differ from one
another in only one respect.

Specifically, multidimensional

research sought to reconcile the disparity between laboratory findings and everyday experience by examining the increase in channel capacity when the number of dimensions
along which stimuli are judged is systematically increased.
Klemmer and Frick (1953) , in a study involving the
absolute judgment of the position of a dot in a square,
found that channel capacity increased to 4.6 bits, or the
accurate identification of any one of 24 positions in a
square.

The position of a dot in a square is a two-

dimensional judgment; both horizontal and vertical position
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must be identified.

It seems logical, then, to compare the

4.6 bit capacity for a square with the 3.25 bit capacity
for the position of a point in an interval, found by Hake
and Garner (1951).

The point in the square requires two

judgments of the interval type, but if we have a capacity
of 3.25 bits for estimating intervals and do this twice,
we should have a 6.5 capacity for locating points in a
square.

Adding the second independent dimension increases

capacity from 3.25 to 4.6 bits, a capacity increase of 71%.
Beebe-Center et al. (1955) asked students to identify
both the sweetness and saltiness of solutions containing
various concentrations of sucrose and salt; they found
that channel capacity was 2.3 bits.

Since the capacity

for salt alone was 1.9 bits, a total of 3.8 bits might be
expected if the two characteristics of the compound stimuli were judged separately.

As with spatial locations,

the second dimension here adds to channel capacity but is
not optimal.
Pollack (1952) asked subjects to judge both loudness
and pitch of pure tones.

Capacity was 2.5 bits for pitch,

2.3 bits for loudness, and 3.1 bits for pitch and loudness
together.

Again, the second dimension augments the channel

capacity but not to an optimum, in this case 4.8 bits.
Thus far the studies discussed have involved physicalsensory stimuli, but research concerning channel capacity
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has also been conducted using interpersonal-behavioral
stimuli.

There is substantial evidence that channel capa-

city differs considerably depending on the nature of the
stimuli involved (Bieri, Atkins, Briar, Leaman, Miller,
and Tripodi, 1966; Miller and Bieri, 1963; Schroder and
Sudfield, 1971; Tripodi and Bieri, 1964).
Miller and Bieri (1963) examined the effects of
different input-output conditions on the channel capacity
of 126 social caseworkers.

In particular, they studied

the variation of channel capacity as both a function of
differing types of case stimuli, holding type of clinical
judgment constant, and also as a function of differing
types of clinical judgments, holding type of case stimuli
constant.

Using this method, it was hoped that the mean-

ingful input and output dimensions involved in clinical
judgment could be determined.

Seven different combina-

tions of cues were administered to the caseworkers.

The

behavioral cues used as input dimensions were information
on developmental history, current behavior, and interview
information.

The subjects were asked to judge the client

on clinical diagnosis, capacity to form object relations,
and defensive structure; such judgments comprised the output dimensions of the study.

The stimulus dimensions were

presented so as to obtain judgments of the dimension singly,
in pairs, and in a combination of all three stimulus dimensions .
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Similar to studies involving physical-sensory stimuli.
Miller and Bieri (1963) found that as stimulus dimensionality increases, the amount of transmitted information is augmented, although not to an optimum level.

The average

amount of information transmitted was 1.04 bits for single
dimensions, 1.18 bits for paired dimensions, and 1.25 bits
for the three-dimensional situation.

Since a maximum of 3

bits of information was available to the subjects, it is
apparent that subjects were operating between a 35% to 42%
level of efficiency.

It is also notable that the average

level of information transmission for social stimuli in
this study was markedly lower than levels reported in the
above physical-sensory studies.
Bieri (1962) presented subjects with increasingly
more complex information on a single dimension.

By vary-

ing the frequency and intensity of consistent and inconsistent information available to a judge, he investigated
the subjects' channel capacity for interpersonal judgments.
His results indicated that adding up to 4 bits,increased
the accuracy of the judgment made, but adding information
beyond this point did not add to the accuracy of the judgment.

Bieri concluded that individuals can process a much

smaller amount of social information than the literature
on physical cues might suggest.
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Tripodi and Bieri (1964) performed a study involving
social-clinical stimuli of aggression, body anxiety, and
social withdrawal.

Four subject groups were used, one

group judging stimuli from a single dimension, the second
group judging two-dimensional stimuli, the third group
judging three-dimensional stimuli, and the fourth group
judging negatively correlated two-dimensional stimuli
(i.e., inconsistent cues).

The average information trans-

mission values for the single dimensions (aggression, body
anxiety, and social withdrawal) were 1.98, 2.02, and 2.01.
Information transmission averaged 1.86 bits for the twodimensional group, and 2.06 bits for the three-dimensional
group.

These figures are similar to the Miller and Bieri

(1963) results and again are substantially lower than
values of information transmission in physical-sensory dimension studies.

It should also be noted that the negative

correlation of two-dimensional stimuli resulted in information transmission of 1.65 bits.

Tripodi and Bieri (1964)

concluded that stimuli combined in this negative fashion
may be perceived as inconsistent, resulting in a reduction
in the amount of information transmitted.
In summarizing the literature dealing with channel
capacity, it is evident that the judgment process is a
multichannel process, involving multiple cues in information transmission.

Research has demonstrated that the
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interaction of these cues in a complex situation differs
from the manner in which the cues are evaluated when each
channel of communication is an independent source of information.

It is apparent that the individual can process

only a finite amount of information and that information
transmission is significantly reduced when the stimuli are
of a social nature.

There is also evidence that inconsis-

tent information included within the same message results
in a significant loss of information.
The above issues, made explicit by the existing
literature, hold a number of significant implications for
this study.

First, if we acknowledge that the judgment

process involves multiple channels, it is necessary to use
multiple cues in the experimental situation for the results
to be externally valid.

No amount of empirical precision

in a unidimensional situation will compensate for the generalizability that can be attained in a multidimensional
situation.

If we wish to generalize the results of this

study to the process of clinical judgment iii vivo, we cannot ignore the evidence indicating that interpersonal judgment in a natural setting involves multiple cues.

In addi-

tion, we must be aware of those cues most salient to the
phenomenon to be judged (in this case depression), in that
guidelines are necessary for an understanding of what cues
need to be systematically altered.

It would be extremely
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difficult, if not impossible, to systematically vary all
cues in a simulated interpersonal situation, but in fact
it may not be necessary to do so in order to obtain an
accurate accounting of the judgment process.

If those

cues that account for a major portion of the variability
in the judgment of depression can be identified, accuracy
may be maintained with a parsimonious number of cues.

For

this reason, research involving the nonverbal cues associated with depression will be discussed in a later section
of this review.
Second, since evidence indicates that cues interact
in a complex situation and are not completely independent
sources of information, cue interaction must be accounted
for in this study.

This requires not only that all com-

binations of cues be presented to subjects, but also that
cue interaction is examined statistically.

To ignore cue

interaction would be to ignore an accurate paradigm of the
judgment process, thereby reducing the generalizability of
study results.
Third, it is obvious from the literature that social
cues must be studied to formulate valid conclusions about
clinical judgment.

Data from studies using physical cues

are not directly applicable to information processing in
an interpersonal situation; the amount of information
processed when social cues are involved is significantly
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reduced as compared to sensory cues.

Thus, it is important

to know the amount of information available to the subject
and whether or not the subject's channel capacity is exceeded.

Such knowledge would make it possible to test

whether or not channel capacity differs as a function of
degree of sophistication in judging the cues involved.
Fourth, the literature concerned with the consistency/
inconsistency of a message as it affects judgment establishes this issue as an important area for investigation.
Experience tells the psychologist that he/she is rarely
asked to assess an individual whose diagnostic data—be
they test scores, case history information, manifest
symptoms, etc.—are totally consistent.

A systematic ex-

amination of the processing of inconsistent and consistent
cues may serve to increase our understanding of how the
psychologist reaches a decision when the information before him or her does not all fall into a logical pattern.
Fifth, the evidence from the information processing
literature suggests that the amount of information present
in the typical counseling situation which is necessary for
accurate diagnosis may exceed the judge's channel capacity.
Nevertheless, the judge must, and does, make diagnostic
judgments.

A deduction from these propositions leads to

the specification of a binary judgment model of the decoding process outlined later.

But since this model also
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takes into account the consistency/inconsistency of the
information, it will be introduced after a review of the
evidence on decoding inconsistent cues.
The Decoding of Inconsistent Infoinnation
As discussed above, the introduction of inconsistency into a message transmission reduces the amount of
information transmitted.

This is of particular impor-

tance to the examination of clinical judgment, since it
is the individual that the psychologist judges, and individuals tend to manifest contradictions in their behavior.
How does the psychologist, in making a judgment, deal with
contradictions in the client's behavior and manifest symptoms?

Does the psychologist respond to behavioral contra-

dictions in the client on an all-or-none basis (directionality of cues); are contradictions processed in terms of
a continuous function relative to the amount of behavioral
(cue) consistency; or does the psychologist simply ignore
some cues?

If the psychologist does in fact ignore some

cues, questions arise as to how the decision is made to
ignore or attend to particular ones (e.g., how are the
reliability and validity of specific cues assessed).
To provide a theoretical framework from which to examine inconsistent information, Argyle and Dean (1965) formulated what has become known as the compensatory model of
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multichannel communication.

The theory functionally re-

lates a variety of verbal and nonverbal behaviors (verbal
message, physical distance, eye contact, body orientation,
and body lean).

The basic assumption of the theory is that

there are approach and avoidance forces affecting verbal
and nonverbal behaviors in social situations that eventually
balance at some level of mutual comfort for the individuals
involved (the interactants).

Thus, the degree of involve-

ment between two individuals, a product of the approach and
avoidance forces, is signalled by the relative intensity
of their verbal and nonverbal behaviors.
The homeostatic nature of the compensatory model dictates that interactants' approach and avoidance tendencies
are balanced in any given communication and that this
equilibrium is expressed behaviorally through numerous
dimensions.

The notion of equilibrium is important to the

examination of inconsistency in that "intimacy" between
two interactants is said to be a function of interpersonal
distance, verbal message, eye contact, body orientation,
facial expression, and other related variables.

Intimacy

is thus multi-determined; any alteration in one or more
of these behaviors will affect a change in total intimacy.
According to the theory, once a comfortable level of intimacy is achieved, any alteration in one of the components
necessitates a reciprocal change in another component to
maintain equilibrium.
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The compensatory model has received some support in
the literature.

Sommer (1968), in a study across five

countries, found that rated intimacy was determined by
both physical separation and body orientations between
two interacting individuals.

Such data support the view

of the homeostatic nature of relationships held by the
compensatory model.

Aiello (19 72) reported that eye con-

tact increased linearly as a function of distance for
males, but not for females.

This might be interpreted

as the compensation for increased physical distance by
increased eye contact, at least for males.

In a similar

study, Goldberg, Kiesler, and Collins (1969) seated subjects directly across at either two- and one-half feet
or six feet from an interviewer.

The subjects at six feet

maintained eye contact approximately 60% of the time.

The

subjects at two- and one-half feet maintained eye contact
approximately 38% of the time.

It was concluded that as

distance from the interviewer increased or decreased,
subjects maintained a balance in the interaction through
a reciprocal change in eye contact.

These studies may be

interpreted as consistent with the compensatory model's
notion of homeostasis.

However, since only two cues were

used in each case, the limits of the model were not tested
For this reason, support for the model can at best be considered modest.
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Support for the compensatory model is not consistent
throughout the literature, and some studies have brought
Argyle and Dean's (1965) original findings into question.
Castell (1970) tested the compensatory model with a group
of children.

The results contradicted the compensatory

model, in that the subjects tended to approach adults who
looked at them rather than adults who did not look at them.
Stephenson and Rutter (1970) questioned the methodology of
Argyle and Dean's (1965) study.

They showed that as the

distance between interactants increased, subjects tended
to falsely judge gaze directed at the ear and shoulder
as eye contact.

Thus, interactants were not truly compen-

sating in the manner purported by Argyle and Dean (1965).
Knight, Langmeyer, and Lundgren (19 73) suggested that positive findings concerning the compensatory model could
result from the fact that observers were simply overestimating eye contact at greater distances.

The experimenters

used confederates who kept level of eye contact standardized at all distances, yet observers judged increased eye
contact at the greater interaction distances.

Patterson

(19 73), in a review of the literature supporting the
Argyle and Dean (1965) model, concluded that the clearest
support for the compensatory model appears to be in the
relationships between eye contact and distance.

Again,

such studies involve only two cues and do not test the
limits of the model.
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Of interest here is not the limited empirical support that the compensatory model has received; despite
such limits the theory has had great heuristic influence
in the study of inconsistent message transmission.

What

is of interest is that a logical deduction from this
model implies that the individual is capable of attending
to and processing a finite, but very large number of independent cues within a given communicational situation;
thus, he or she can alter the cues within the situation
to maintain an "optimal level" of interaction.

As dis-

cussed in the previous section, however, the literature
on channel capacity suggests that the individual's
ability to attend to and process simultaneously a large
number of cues is severely limited.

In addition, when

inconsistent cues and/or interpersonal-social information
are involved, limitations become increasingly severe.
Thus, empirical evidence suggests that the individual is not capable of meeting the requirements of the
Argyle and Dean (1965) compensatory model where the number
of cues exceeds channel capacity.

An alternate model of

the communication process might more accurately account
for the strategies involved in the judgment process,
particularly in situations involving inconsistent cues.
Such a model has been offered by Haase (Note 1 ) .
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Haase (Note 1) proposed a two-stage model of the decoding of inconsistent information in the interpersonal,
multichannel communication process.

The model predicts

that in situations which require the individual to process no more than two to four bits of information, the
individual will attend to all the cues in the situation.
The model also states that the individual attends to two
main dimensions of the information, the directionality of
the cues (positive or negative) and the relative discrepancy of the cues (amount of disagreement among the cues).
If this model is an accurate representation of the
judgment process, then for consistent information, the
directionality of the cues will be the only relevant dimension on which judgments are made.

If informational

cues are inconsistent, however, the individual must attend
to both the overall directionality of the cues and the
absolute amount of inconsistency among the cues.

In ad-

dition, if the amount of information contained in the message is less than 4 bits, the individual will process the
information on the basis of both directionality and amount.
When the information in the message is greater than 4 bits,
the individual uses a simpler processing strategy, ignoring the amount of discrepancy between cues and attending
only to the overall directionality of cues.
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Haase (Note 1) reanalyzed the data from a number of
studies in which some amount of variation could be attributed to both directionality of the cues in the message
and the absolute discrepancy among cues (Argyle, Alkema,
and Gilmour, 1971; Haase and Tepper, 19 72; Mehrabian and
Wiener, 1967; Smith, 1974; Tepper and Haase, 1978).

Two

linear models were tested, one predicting message variance
on the basis of cue directionality alone, and the other
predicting variance on the basis of both cue directionality and amount of discrepancy among cues.

Haase found

that between 40% and 66% of message variance could be
accounted for solely on the basis of cue directionality.
Amount of cue discrepancy increased judgment accuracy no
more than 7%, a nonsignificant increase.

An important

limitation of these results is that the studies involved
did not allow for systematic reduction in the dimensionality of the cues presented or systematic variation of both
the directionality and amount of cue discrepancy.
Waechter and Haase (Note 2) directly tested the parameters of the two-stage model proposed by Haase (Note 1).
With a group of undergraduate students, they systematically
varied both the amount of information and the consistency/
inconsistency of the message in a simulated videotaped
therapy session.

It was hypothesized that subjects would

base their judgments on the directionality of cues when
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cues were consistent.

With inconsistent cues, however,

it was predicted that subjects would attend to both absolute amount of inconsistency among cues as well as
overall cue directionality.

Further, with inconsistent

messages consisting of 2 bits of information, it was predicted that subjects would process the information on the
basis of directionality and amount, but would revert to a
simpler judgment strategy (i.e., attending only to the
overall directionality of cues) when the inconsistent message contained more than 2 bits of information.

The vari-

ables under consideration were eye contact and verbal
message.

The dependent variable was a rating of therapist

empathy.

Analysis of the data showed that 86% of the

message variance was accounted for by cue directionality.
The increase in accuracy due to amount of cue discrepancy
was nonsignificant, regardless of the amount of information or degree of cue consistency/inconsistency in the
message.

This trend suggests that for these subjects,

inconsistent and consistent messages are judged on the
basis of the direction (positive or negative) of the cues,
and that the amount of inconsistency of cues adds little
to the judgment process.
The results of the Waechter and Haase (Note 2) study
indicate that the decoding of inconsistent interpersonal
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information does not conform to either a two-stage model
or a compensatory model.

Rather, Haase (Note 1) was con-

servative in postulating the two-stage model, which is
consistent with the theory proposed by Argyle and Dean
(1965) when channel capacity is not exceeded.

Apparently

individuals do not attend to the amount of discrepancy between cues to a significant degree when decoding messages,
regardless of the amount of information they receive or
the degree to which the cues are consistent.

This implies

that a simple all-or-none method is used to process contradictory interpersonal information, whereby individuals
attend only to the overall directionality of the cues.

In

considering the impact of the results of the Waechter and
Haase (Note 2) study, it is important to be aware of the
limitations of the study's design.

First, the minimum

amount of information presented to subjects was 2 bits,
exceeding the maximum information transmission found by
Tripodi and Bieri (1964).

Second, only two cues were used

in the study (verbal message and eye contact), which limits
the generalizability of the results to an in vivo counseling
situation.

Third, the verbal message was repetitive and

thus limited the generalizability of results.
In summarizing the literature concerning the decoding
of inconsistent information, two trends are evident.

First,

there is a need for the systematic study of the process by
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which individuals decode inconsistent information.

It is

apparent from the literature in this area that the inconsistency of a message significantly limits the amount of
information transmitted.

It is also apparent that the

study of consistent message transmission is not sufficient
to answer questions concerning what takes place when inconsistent cues must be decoded; results from the study
of consistent cues cannot be strictly generalized to interpret the manner in which inconsistent cues are decoded.
In addition, experience tells us that the psychologist
must frequently deal with inconsistent information about a
client.

Thus, the fact that we cannot generalize the lit-

erature concerning consistent messages to the decoding of
inconsistent messages, coupled with the fact that psychologists must often make judgments based on inconsistent information, serve as the justification for considering the
inconsistency of cues in this study.

In order for the

design of this study to more accurately represent a clinical situation, it seems necessary to include the inconsistency of cues as a factor for consideration.
The second trend in the literature concerned with decoding inconsistent information involves the consideration
of the amount and direction of cue discrepancy.

The data

from previous studies suggest that regardless of the amount
of information in a message containing inconsistent cues,
cue directionality is the important element in the decoding
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process, while the amount of cue discrepancy adds little
to the decoding process.

Thus it seems logical that this

study should not be concerned primarily with the amount of
information in a given message, as it can be assumed that
regardless of the amount of information, subjects will be
attending to cue directionality in the message rather than
to amount of cue discrepancy.

This is not to say that we

will be unaware of the amount of information in a given
message transmission, but simply that we need not systematically vary the amount of information transmitted to
sxobjects in order to study the judgment process.
A Linear Model of Clinical Judgment
As discussed earlier, it has often been suggested that
clinical judgment is primarily linear in terms of combining
cues (Arkes, 1981; Dawes and Corrigan, 1974).

In essence,

this means that in order to formulate a judgment that involves the processing of inconsistent cues, the psychologist adds together the weights of the positive cues with
the weights of the negative cues and makes a decision in a
positive or negative direction, depending on whether the
sum of all cues was positive or negative.

For example, in

determining whether or not a client is depressed, the psychologist considers all of the cues indicating no depression (the positive cues) and all the cues indicating the
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presence of depression (the negative cues), adds them together, and reaches a judgment concerning depression based
on whether or not the total sum of cues is in the positive
or negative direction.

Of course, the psychologist makes

some determination as to what cues are positive or negative, i.e., the cues that indicate no depression versus
the cues that indicate depression, but once this is decided, the cues need simply to be added in order to reach
a decision.

In addition, the psychologist may weigh some

cues as zero, i.e., not significant to the judgment.

For

example, color of hair may be given a weight of zero,
since the psychologist believes it is not an important
cue in the determination of depression.
This linear model of clinical judgment is incongruent
with the Brunswik lens model, an earlier model of clinical
judgment which asserted that individuals follow the calculus of chance or the statistical theory of prediction in
reaching a decision (Brunswick, 1955, 1956).

According to

the lens model, individuals make judgments on a probabilistic basis.

For example, if a clinician wished to assess

whether a depressed client was suicidal during the course
of therapy, the assessment would be made on the basis of
the known statistical probability of depressed clients
committing suicide during therapy.

Only if the client be-

longed to a group of whom the majority had committed
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suicide in the past would the clinician make the judgment
on probabilistic grounds that this particular depressed
client was suicidal.
Substantial evidence exists to suggest that the complex Brunswik lens model does not accurately reflect the
clinical judgment process.

Tversky and Kahneman (1971)

gave college students a personality sketch of college applicants and asked them to judge the applicants' area of
academic specialization.

The judgments were based on the

similarity of the personality of the applicant to those
students in the various academic fields.

Furthermore,

subjects discounted base rates, i.e., judgments did not
take into account the relative number of students in the
various fields.
Chapman and Chapman (196 7) paired 45 drawings (mostly
done by psychiatric patients) with one of six symptoms.
The subjects, who had no clinical training, were instructed
to look through the material and study it carefully, and
then to discuss the characteristics of the drawings that
were made by the patients with each kind of problem.

In

actuality, there were no correlations between drawings and
symptoms, although most subjects reported that there were.
For example, saying bad things was thought to be associated
with drawings with a prominent mouth; impotence was thought
to be associated with prominent genital organs; suspiciousness with prominent eyes, etc.
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Our purpose here is not to provide a lengthy argument
against the Brunswik lens model, but rather to illustrate
that individuals formulate judgments in a linear and not a
probabilistic manner.

The linear model of clinical judg-

ment suggests that individuals base judgments on representational modes of inference, i.e., they select information which they feel represents the essential features
of the evidence and weigh it accordingly.

Referring to

the earlier example of assessing suicidal ideation in the
depressed client, a clinician applying a representational
(linear) model of judgment would consider how representative the client was of depressed clients who had committed
suicide during therapy in the past.

If the client was

assessed as representative of the suicidal group, he/she
would be judged to be suicidal, regardless of the probability of such an event occurring.

As will be discussed

below, there is substantial evidence to support this representational or linear model of the judgment process.
The assumption behind the linear model of clinical
judgment, that the judge weighs all cues and sums them
to reach a judgment, has been misinterpreted to mean that
simply by increasing the amount of information available
to the judge, we can increase the accuracy of the judgment.
For this to be true, all cues would have to be given an
equal weight.

Such an interpretation contradicts the
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literature on channel capacity, which indicates definite
limits to the amount of information that an individual
can process (Anderson and Jacobson, 1965; Beebe-Center
et al., 1955; Kahneman and Tversky, 1973; Klemmer and
Frick, 1953; Nystedt, 1974; Oskamp, 1965; Pollack, 1952;
Slovic, 1966; Slovic, 1969; Tripodi and Bieri, 1964).

It

is important to understand that, according to the linear
model, for a given situation the judge does not weigh all
cues equally and may assign a weight of zero to some cues.
We would not expect, therefore, all cues to serve as significant sources of information in all situations.

As

will be discussed later in this section, this issue must
be considered in the appropriate selection of cues in any
study concerned with the examination of the clinical judgment process.

First, we will discuss evidence which sup-

ports the assumption that simply increasing the amount of
information available to the judge does not increase the
accuracy of the judgment.
Oskamp (1965) hypothesized that the accuracy of psychologists' conclusions quickly reaches a ceiling in relation to the amount of information received.

He presented

adults with background information about a published case.
The information was divided into four sections.

After

reading each section of the case, subjects answered a questionnaire involving personality judgments about the case.
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The results showed that accuracy of judgment did not increase
significantly with increasing information.
Nystedt (1974) studied the consensus among judges with
a systematic variation of amount and type of information
available.

The amount of information was varied by presen-

ting the results of either two (Vocabulary and Sentences),
four (Vocabulary, Sentences, Letter Set, and Insightful
Reasoning), or six (Vocabulary, Sentences, Letter Set, Insightful Reasoning, Consequences, and Remote Association)
tests to subjects.

The type of information available was

varied by altering access to the validities of the tests
and their intercorrelations.

Nystedt found that as the

amount of information increased, subjects tended to vary
more with respect to their judgments about this information.
In effect, accuracy of judgment did not increase, and in
some cases decreased.

If we are to assume that psycholo-

gists do not weigh different sources of information equally,
we would not expect the consensus among subjects to remain
constant or to increase as the amount of information increased, since additional information does not necessarily
add to the subject's capability of reaching an accurate
decision.
Kahneman and Tversky (1973) studied the judgment process of subjects who were asked to assess an individual's
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vocational choice based on case study information.

They

found that subjects ignored the reliability of evidence
presented, basing their judgments instead on the representativeness of the information.

In effect, subjects

erroneously emphasized extreme values in making their
judgments if they felt that such information represented
the essential features of the evidence.

Again, such data

support the linear model's assumption that all cues are
weighed and added together, and that weights may be positive, negative, or zero.
Slovic (1966) asked subjects to judge the intelligence
t

of a person on the basis of nine cues presented in profile
form, with the levels of each cue displayed as percentiles.
Previous research (Clark, 1965) had determined that judgments of intelligence were based primarily on a linear combination of only two of these cues—high school grade rating
(HSR) and English effectiveness (EE). The consistency of
the profile was defined in terms of the degree of agreement
between the two cues.

Consistent and inconsistent sets of

profiles were analyzed separately; results indicated that
subjects' judgments were dependent upon both HSR and EE
when these cues agreed with one another (i.e., were consistent).

When HSR and EE were in disagreement (i.e.,

were inconsistent), however, subjects relied on only one
of them to the exclusion of the other.

Cues other than
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HSR and EE were used to a greater extent when HSR and EE
were inconsistent.

A linear model of judgment explains

two findings in this study.

First, two of the nine cues

(HSR and EE) are primarily used to the exclusion of the
remaining seven cues in the consistent situation.

A

linear model would argue that all cues were evaluated,
and seven cues given a weight of zero, to make a judgment.
Second, if we consider only the use of HSR and EE, we
still find that one is used to the exclusion of the other
in an inconsistent situation, and their values are averaged
to reach a decision, with the weight of one cue equal to
zero.

Again, a linear model calls for such an averaging

of cue values.
In a related study, Anderson and Jacobson (1965)
studied the effect of consistent and inconsistent cues in
an impression formation task.

They found that the weight

given a particular cue was less for sets of cues in which
that cue was inconsistent with the implications of other
cues than for sets where it was consistent.

Thus, a cue

that was inconsistent with the bulk of information was
given less consideration in the judgment process, supporting the linear model's proposal that all available cues
are weighed, although not equally, before a decision is
made.
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Mahoney (1977) investigated the effects of theoretical bias in a group of journal referees.

He found that data

supporting a referee's theoretical orientation were judged
as more convincing than arguments against the theoretical
orientation.

It was concluded that data consistent with

subjects' preconceived viewpoints were given added credance,
while data inconsistent with these viewpoints were deemphasized.

Expressed in the language of the linear model, in-

formation contrary to an individual's theoretical orientation may be given a weight of zero, while information
supportive of the individual's theoretical orientation may
be given added weight in formulating a judgment.
Slovic (19 69) examined the judgment process of two
stockbrokers who rated the growth potential of stocks on
the basis of eleven factors.

By statistical analysis of

the judgment process, it was found that the subjects used
the information linearly, i.e., they assigned different
weights to the factors and also considered the interaction
of factors with one another.

This study is notable in that

it provides a statistical basis to support the linear model
of judgment, and also because it emphasizes the importance
of the interaction between cues in the judgment process.
The above studies indicate that providing the psychologist with increasing amounts of information concerning the
client may improve the judgment process, but not in a
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strictly additive, or equally weighted fashion.

Thus, while

numerous cues may be available to the individual in making
a judgment, the individual may only use a small portion of
the available cues in order to reach a decision.

This is

an issue involving cue availability and cue utilization and
is an important factor to consider once we acknowledge that
the clinical judgment process operates in a linear manner.
Typically, studies of clinical judgment attempt to
formulate models descriptive of the process by which information varying in terms of reliability and relevance are
assimilated into a unitary judgment.

To do this, the cues

available to the subjects must be identified, which is
possible in the experimental situation.

This rules out

any problem of cue availability, in that the experimenter
knows what cues are available to the subject.

For example,

in tbe Slovic (1966) study, the experimenter created a
situation in which nine cues, including HSR and EE, were
available to the subjects in formulating their judgment of
an individual's intelligence.

These nine cues represented

the maximum amount of information subjects could decode in
the experimental setting.

In such a controlled situation

the experimenter can regulate the nature and amount of information available to subjects; he/she can identify the
cues that may be considered by subjects in making a judgment.

However, the subjects may choose to use only some of
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the total cues available, and this is a problem of cue
utilization.

As the Slovic (1966) study showed, while

nine cues were available to the subjects, for the most
part only two of those cues (HSR and EE) were utilized
by subjects to formulate a judgment.

Thus, specifica-

tion of cues available in the experimental setting is
the first step in identifying the judgment process, but
cue utilization must also be taken into account.
There are a number of possible strategies of judgment formulation available to the psychologist for any
specified cue set.

For example, if the psychologist has

three types of information available to him/her concerning
a client—case history, test scores, and interview information—the client may be assessed on the basis of one of
several strategies, e.g., case history alone, the interaction between test scores and interview information, or some
weighted combination of all three cues.

Simply that all

of this information is available to the psychologist does
not mean that he/she considers all information before
making a judgment.

The issue at hand for the experimenter

is determining specifically just what strategy is used.
Self report has not proven useful, in that the psychologist himself/herself has not been found to be aware of
his/her precise judgment process.

A study by Gauron and

Dickinson (1966) illustrates this point.

Clinicians were
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given increasing amounts of information.

As each category

of information was received, the clinician gave a tentative
diagnosis and the confidence level of that diagnosis.

A

piece of information was considered to be important by the
experimenters if that information either caused the clinician to switch to the final diagnosis or if it increased
the confidence in what was to be the final diagnosis.

This

measure of importance was not significantly related to the
clinicians' own estimates of the importance of each piece
of information.

Such results suggest the clinicians had

little awareness of which factors influenced their judgment.
Hoffman et al. (1968) suggested the use of several
statistical techniques to assess the judgment process after
the fact.

By systematically altering the combination of

cues, the experimenter can make some determination as to
the amount of variability accounted for by various cues
and their interactions.

Essentially this would first in-

volve identifying what cues will be made available to the
subjects.

This would enable the experimenter to identify

the independent variables for the study, and to make some
decisions as to how these variables should be manipulated.
After the independent variables have been identified, the
experimenter can design the study so that all combinations
of the level of consistency/inconsistency of the cues would
be presented to the subjects.

In this way, similar to
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Slovic's (1966) analysis of the judgment process as a
function of the disagreement between HSR and EE, the experimenter can examine the interaction of cues in the
judgment process.
Research concerning the linearity of the judgment
process is of importance to the study here in that it implies that a knowledge of the cues available to the psychologist is not sufficient of itself to accurately assess
the judgment process.

Although the psychologist may be

given a very small number of cues with which to make a
judgment, he/she may limit the number of cues even further
in terms of cue utilization.

Thus, it is necessary not

only for the experimenter to have control over the cues
involved, but also to have some knowledge of the importance
of these cues in relation to the phenomenon judged.

In

some instances such information is unavailable, and perhaps research is needed to establish the variance accounted
for by various cues as they relate to a particular phenomenon before the judgment process involved with that phenomenon can be examined.

Previous research is available con-

cerning the relative importance of verbal and nonverbal
cues in the judgment of depression.

The results of such

research are used in this study for establishing appropriate parameters, as discussed in the following section.
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In summarizing the literature concerning the linear/
nonlinear models of clinical judgment, it is apparent that
the data are overwhelmingly supportive of the representativeness of the linear model in describing the judgment
process.

The linear model is descriptive of the cue avail-

ability/cue utilization issue, stating that although many
cues may be available to the individual for making a judgment, the individual may choose to use only a small portion
of these cues in reaching a decision.

This issue holds

several implications for the present study.

First, in

order to maximize the efficiency of this study, we must determine those cues which account for a major portion of
the variance in the judgment of depression.

In this way

we need not make a large number of cues available to the
subject if previous research indicates that the subject
will utilize only a small number of these cues.

Such

deliberate selection of cues will enhance the parsimony of
the study while at the same time enabling the experimenter
to more clearly scrutinize and analyze the data.
The second implication for this study is that it is
necessary to systematically vary the consistency/inconsistency of cues.

Studies such as that by Slovic (1966) in-

dicate that the judgment strategy may vary according to the
level of consistency/inconsistency of various cues.

For

this reason, it is not sufficient to generalize from one
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combination of inconsistency among a set of cues to all
other combinations of inconsistency for that given set of
cues.

Since evidence suggests that judgment strategy is a

function of the interrelationships of various cues and their
degree of discrepancy with regard to one another, a more
accurate examination of the judgment process may be possible
by presenting all combinations of the amount of consistency/
inconsistency of cues being manipulated in the study to all
subjects.
Related to the systematic variation of cues is the
third implication for this study, the statistical analysis
of the variance accounted for by both individual cues and
their interactions.

In order to systematically examine

study results, statistical analysis provides an accurate
means of determining the weight given each cue and cue interaction by subjects in making a judgment.

It is evident

from the literature that self-report is not an extremely
accurate method of determining the importance of various
cues and cue interactions.

In addition, a simple perusal

of the data is unlikely to reveal systematic relationships
between cues.

For this reason, the suggestion from Hoff-

man et al. (1968) that statistical analysis be used to
assess the judgment process is well worth following.

The

exact nature of such analysis will be discussed in detail
in a later section.
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The Judgment of Nonverbal Cues
As mentioned above, a substantial amount of literature exists demonstrating the importance of nonverbal cues
in communication.

Not only do nonverbal cues add to the

verbal message (Ekman, 1963; Haggard and Isaacs, 1966; Mahl
et al., 1959), but in many instances the nonverbal components of a message may be more influential than the verbal
message (Haase and Tepper, 1972; Mehrabian, 1968; Tepper
and Haase, 1978).

Much of the research on nonverbal commu-

nication has focused on:

(1) the ability to encode or trans-

mit nonverbal cues that can be accurately interpreted by
others; or (2) the ability to decode or accurately interpret
the nonverbal cues expressed by others.

The concern in this

research is with the ability to decode nonverbal cues, as
clinical judgment involves the assessment of such information and some decision about that information.

More speci-

fically, we are interested in those nonverbal cues that
account for most of the variability in judging the presence
or absence of depression.

Such information is valuable in

the selection of appropriate cues for an empirical examination of the clinical judgment of depression.

Mehrabian

(1972) noted a number of advantages of decoding studies:
(1) they allow a comparison of the effects of a number of
cues, singly or in combination, on the judgment process;
(2) they enable the investigation of the relative effects
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of these cues on different subject groups (e.g., sex differences, educational differences); and (3) they provide
substantial information because they make it possible to
systematically control a large number of variables.
A vast amount of literature supports the belief that
the accuracy of decoding nonverbal cues is greater than
chance.

Thompson and Meltzer (1964) asked 50 untrained

subjects to enact 10 emotions live before four judges,
who attempted to decode the subject's facial expression.
Accuracy ranged from 38% to 76%, with fear, love, happiness, and determination being more accurately recognized
than suffering, disgust, and contempt.

Levitt (1964)

showed films of 50 persons enacting different emotions to
24 judges.

Accuracy was above chance, and it was found

that certain emotions were easier to recognize; happiness
was the most recognizable, followed by sadness, anger,
fear, disgust/contempt, and surprise.

Ekman, Friesen,

and Ellsworth (19 72) asked psychiatric patients to describe their feelings before a camera and found high agreement between patient description and observer judgments of
happiness and sadness.

Low agreement was found for fear

and contempt.
In studying the decoding process, some studies have
compared the influence of verbal and nonverbal components
of a message.

Haase and Tepper (1972) showed subjects
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videotape segments of an interview, with the interviewer
displaying varying combinations of eye contact, body orientation, trunk lean, and distance while giving a verbal
message of predetermined level of empathy.

Results showed

that in terms of judged empathy, the nonverbal variables
accounted for twice the variance as compared to the verbal
message.

Tepper and Haase (1978) examined the effect of

verbal and nonverbal cues on the communication of the facilitative conditions of empatliy, respect, and genuineness.
They found that the ratios of nonverbal to verbal variance
were 2:1 for empathy, 5:1 for respect, and 23:1 for genuineness .
Research concerning the nonverbal cues most closely
associated with the presence of depression has not been
extensive, although several trends are evident.

It is

likely that nonverbal research in this area has been hampered by disputes over the definition of depression.

Beck

(1967) obtained the distributions of symptoms considered .
relevant to depression in 975 psychiatric patients assigned
to four groups on the basis of psychiatric ratings of depth
of depression (none, mild, moderate, severe).

Four classes

of symptoms were identified—affective, cognitive, motivational, and physical—but there was no one symptom that
all depressed patients had.

It was concluded that "depres-

sion" denotes a cluster of symptoms with no single defining
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feature.

As a result of this debate over definition, non-

verbal studies to date have focused mainly on the examination of nonverbal cues emitted by or descriptive of depressed patients, rather than on an analysis of observer ratings
of depression.
At this point it might seem logical to simply select
cues for judging depression that have proven to be significant in the judgment of other phenomena, such as empathy.
To do this, we must assume that some cues are inherently
more important than other cues to the judgment process in
general.
view.

However, there is evidence contradicting this

The evidence indicates that the type of cues uti-

lized by the individual is related to the phenomenon to be
judged.

An illustration is provided by Scherer, Scherer,

Hall, and Rosenthal (1977), who studied judgments of personality.

Using 7-point scales, judges rated 15 video-

taped individuals on five personality dimensions:

Con-

scientiousness, emotional stability, extraversion, assertiveness, and agreeableness.

It was found that personality

inferences were usually cue specific (i.e., relied mostly
on a particular cue, such as facial expression, posture,
eye contact, etc.).

No one combination of cues yielded

the most accurate judgments for all personality dimensions;
the weighing of cues varied with the trait to be judged.
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In view of such data, it seems advisable to construct the
parameters of this study, whenever possible, on the basis
of research specific to the nonverbal cues associated
with the judgment of depression.
Before determining what nonverbal cues are associated
with depression, it seems appropriate to ask whether evidence exists within the nonverbal literature to suggest
that individuals can accurately judge depression on the
basis of nonverbal cues.

For example, Ekman and Rose (1965)

found that photographs from interviews closest to the patient's admission were rated more unpleasant by judges
than photographs taken closest to the patient's discharge.
This study indicates that raters can discriminate between
more depressed and less depressed stages of a patient's
recovery in terms of ratings on a scale of pleasantness/
unpleasantness, although no indication was given as to the
specific cues on which the judges based their ratings.
Waxer (19 74) examined both the individual's ability
to accurately judge depression and the nonverbal cues associated with depression.

He showed videotapes of admis-

sion interviews of depressed and nondepressed patients to
psychology faculty, graduates, and undergraduates, who were
asked to identify the depressed patients and the cues they
used to make their judgments.

The judges correctly identi-

fied the depressed patients with an average of 87% accuracy.
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specifying downward contracture of the mouth and a low level
of eye contact as the best indicators of depression.

Sta-

tistical analysis showed that these two cues in combination
accounted for more variance than the other eight cues considered (forehead, eyebrows, eyelids, angle of head, shoulder
posture, arm position, torso position, and hands).

An exami-

nation of patients' eye contact from the videotapes showed
that the two groups did not differ in frequency of looks,
but they did differ in duration of eye contact.

Depressed

patients maintained eye contact for a mean duration of 2.65
seconds per look, while nondepressed patients' mean duration time was 8.86 seconds per look.
In a related study, Waxer (1976) showed subjects
filmed segments of admission interviews of 12 depressed
and eight nondepressed patients.

Observers were to rate

the severity of depression on a 10-point scale, then indicate on a list which of 10 body areas (which Waxer did not
specify for the reader) conveyed depression.

Finally,

subjects were asked to describe the manner in which the
body area conveyed the presence or absence of depression.
Observer ratings of depression from nonverbal behaviors
correlated .58 with the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality
Inventory (MMPI) Depression scale score.

Cues identified

by subjects as most representative of depression were poor
eye contact and downward contracture of the mouth.
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As mentioned above, the debate over the definition of
depression has led to an interest in the examination of the
nonverbal cues which best define the presence of depression.
This interest has prompted numerous studies which have been
concerned with the examination of the frequency and duration of eye contact exhibited by depressed individuals.
Hinchliffe, Lancashire, and Roberts (1970) interviewed 14
inpatient depressives concerning their symptoms while continuously staring at them.

Depressives showed a lower fre-

quency (60% of total time) and average duration (6.7 seconds)
of eye contact as compared to a control group of 14 surgical
patients (eye contact maintained 72.7% of the time with an
average duration of 10.4 seconds).

Hinchliffe, Lancashire,

and Roberts (19 72) compared the gaze behavior of recovered
depressives to depressed patients during a standardized 7minute interview, during which interviewer gaze toward subjects was continuous.

Results showed that the total duration

of speech differed between groups (depressed = 65% of total
time, control = 77% of total time).

Furthermore, compared

to the control siabjects, the clinically depressed patients
showed less overall eye contact (22.8% versus 50.5% for controls), less eye contact during speech (15.6% versus 39.5%
for controls), and a lower frequency of eye contact (contact initiated 23 times versus 45 times for controls).
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Rutter (197 3) reviewed studies of visual interaction,
identifying a number of variables not controlled for, or
procedures that were omitted.

These deficiencies in de-

sign included an inadequate description and specification
of patient populations and patient clinical state, control
for interview content and interviewer behavior, separate
analysis of visual behavior during speech and listening,
and inappropriate or uneven sampling of interview segments
for analysis.

Rutter and Stephenson (1972a), in a well-

controlled study, examined the visual behavior of 20 schizophrenics and 20 depressives who were given a standardized
interview within 48 hours following admission.

The inter-

viewer behavior involved looking down while reading standardized questions, then constantly gazing at patients as
they answered.

Compared to a control group of chest pa-

tients, both schizophrenics and depressives spent less
total time looking at the interviewer (43.7% for schizophrenics, 51.7% for depressives, and 70.7% for controls).
There was no difference in the frequency of looks, but
schizophrenics looked in shorter glances (2.3 seconds)
than controls (4.1 seconds) and depressives (3.4 seconds).
The reduced eye contact occurred during both speech and
listening.
Rutter and Stephenson (1972b) conducted a follow-up
study using a design similar to their initial study.

They

worked with psychiatric patients suffering from anxiety
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or alcoholic conditions to evaluate the possibility that
decreased looking in schizophrenics and depressives might
be a generalized behavior among psychiatric patients.

No

such differences were obtained (the subjects maintained
eye contact an average of 62.5% of the total time), and
it was concluded that the reduction in eye contact is a
special characteristic of schizophrenic and depressive
illnesses.
A summary of this literature indicates that individuals can reliably and accurately judge the presence or
absence of depression on the basis of nonverbal cues,
specifically eye contact and facial expression.

In terms

of the present study, we can assume that subjects will be
able to differentiate between varying cue combinations
presented to them.

In addition, several nonverbal cues

stand out as indicators of depression in this literature.
Although depressives show the same frequency of eye contact
as other groups, they maintain eye contact for a shorter
duration than other groups, except schizophrenics.

In

terms of facial expression, downward contracture of the
mouth has been shown to be a significant nonverbal cue in
the judgment of depression.

Such information is important

for this study because it serves as the basis for cue selection and parameter construction.
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Clinical Judgment and Level of Training
Although there is little empirical evidence to support
the notion that psychologists are generally more accurate
in their judgments of others than are lay persons without
specific psychological training, such a belief is quite
pervasive.

That this belief is commonly held is understand-

able, since in fact psychologists are expected to make many
important judgments with regard to the lives of others.
Why would psychologists be entrusted with this power if
they were not best qualified to use it?
Supposedly, by virtue of special training (e.g., extensive academic work, practicum experience, and internship experience), the psychologist can assimilate data in
a special way.

He/she can integrate large amounts of in-

formation about the client in a complex fashion in order to
formulate a judgment about a client that is more accurate
than judgments based on less information.

Such beliefs

about the psychologist's skill have not been supported
empirically (Meehl, 1954) , which may not be surprising in
light of what has been discussed concerning channel capacity and message transmission of inconsistent cues.
Interest in the accuracy of clinical judgment on the
part of those exposed to psychological training dates back
perhaps a half a century.

Buzby (19 24), who studied the

judgment of emotion from facial expressions, found that
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students taking their first psychology course were more
accurate than students who had completed at least one
psychology course.

Hanks (1936) found no relationship

between training in psychology and the ability to predict
subjects' answers to inventory questions from biographical and other inventory data.

Kelly and Fiske (1951)

compared the accuracy of judgments of advanced graduate
students in clinical psychology with beginning graduate
students.

The subjects were asked to predict the inven-

tory responses of psychiatric patients to whom they had
already administered a number of psychological tests.
No significant differences in accuracy were found between
the advanced and beginning graduate students.
Similarly, a number of studies have shown that professional psychologists are no better interpersonal judges,
and sometimes are worse judges^ than untrained persons.
Estes (1938) found that psychologists were significantly
poorer than the average of a variety of judges (professional and nonprofessional persons) in judging others on
ratings, checklists, and matching tests.

The material

presented consisted of brief samples of subject's expressive behavior recorded on film.

Wedell and Smith (1951)

compared qualified, experienced clinicians with untrained,
inexperienced interviewers on their ability to predict the
responses of 200 interviewees to an attitude questionnaire.
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It was found that untrained judges made more accurate
predictions.

Luft (1950) compared the ability of clini-

cians (social workers, psychologists, and psychiatrists),
graduate students, and physical science students on a
series of tests in which they predicted the responses of
individuals to objective and projective test items. Results showed that the students of physical science were
superior to all the other groups of judges on the tasks
taken as a whole.
Intuitively, it is difficult to accept the above
evidence, plentiful though it may be.

How can it be

possible that people with little or no training in psychology could be as accurate, or more accurate, in making
clinical judgments than persons with more psychological
training?

In a review of the early literature concerning

judgment ability and training in psychology, Taft (1955)
suggested that courses in psychology do not improve the
ability to judge others and cited the need for specific
training in judging and for repeated specific practice
in judging others.

This suggestion implies that training

in psychology does not significantly aid the accuracy of
clinical judgment, and that in addition to his or her psychology training, the psychology graduate student must be
specifically taught how to make accurate clinical judgments .
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However, studies of clinical judgment have shown that
the amount of professional training and experience of the
judge does not relate to judgmental accuracy.

Oskamp (1962)

asked 44 clinical psychologists varying in level of experience to judge 200 MMPI profiles of carefully matched patients, half of whom were psychiatrically hospitalized and
half medically hospitalized without psychiatric disturbance.
On each profile the judges made a dichotomous decision.
Results showed that the more experienced judges were not
significantly more accurate in their judgment than the
less experienced judges.
Goldberg (1959) asked staff psychologists, psychology
trainees, and nonprofessional (secretarial) judges to make
diagnostic judgments from the Bender-Gestalt Test protocols of 15 organic and inorganic patients.

Results

showed that the three groups of judges did not differ in
their ability to diagnose organic brain damage from the
Bender-Gestalt Test.
Johnston and McNeal (1967) conducted a study examining
accuracy of clinicians' judgments in predicting length of
patient stay in a psychiatric hospital.

Summaries of the

clinicians' reasons for their judgments showed some difference, although not significant, between the most and
least accurate judges.

Sometimes high-accuracy judges

used the same variable as low-accuracy judges for arriving
at the same judgment.

Results showed that level of train-

ing was not related to predictive accuracy.
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Hiler and Nesvig (1965) presented a mixture of figure
drawings made by 30 normal and 30 psychiatric patient adolescents to psychologists and nonpsychologists who were
to infer which drawings were made by patients and to state
the criteria used.

Criteria for pathology (bizarre, dis-

torted, incomplete, transparent) and normality (happy expression, nothing pathological) were cross-validated on a
new sample.

It was found that many criteria used by clini-

cians led to inaccurate inferences and that nonpsychologists
discriminated as well as psychologists.
Oskamp (1967) studied the decisions made by 44 clinical psychologists from MMPI profiles of 100 hospitalized
psychiatric and medical patients.

It was found that Ph.D.s

and trainees differed significantly only on the measure of
reliability of judgment, with Ph.D.s being more reliable;
even that difference, however, was small.

Both groups of

judges were accurate and highly reliable in their judgments.
Other studies in this area of the literature have shown
that the sheer amount of information available to the judge
is not related to the accuracy of the resulting inferences.
In a study by Borke and Fiske (1957), four clinical psychologists studied each of four male anxiety neurotics under one
of four conditions:

direct interview, seeing and hearing

the interview through a one-way screen, listening to a recording of the interview, and reading a verbatim script.
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The psychologists were then asked to judge how each of the
subjects had made a Q-sort with pictures.

There were no

significant differences in accuracy of judgment under the
various experimental conditions.
Golden (1964) studied whether the reliability and
validity of interpretations based on three frequently used
psychological tests—Rorschach, Thematic Apperception Test
(TAT) , and MMPI—increased as a function of number of tests
employed.

Thirty clinical psychologists completed person-

ality questionnaires describing five patients on the basis
of:

(1) identity data alone; (2) each test individually;

(3) pairs of tests; or (4) all of the

above combined.

Re-

liability and validity did not increase as a function of
number of tests, and there were no differences between
tests or pairs of tests.

Such results may not be surpris-

ing, however, in view of the low reliability and validity
that have been reported for the TAT and Rorschach (Anastasi, 1968).
In a study by Hunt and Walker (1966), 14 judges
(Ph.D.s in psychology with a minimum of four years professional experience) differentially diagnosed a group of
normals, retardates, schizophrenics, psychoneurotics, and
organics.

The judges were not more accurate using the

combined protocols from the Wechsler Adult Intelligence
Scale (WAIS) Vocabulary and Comprehension tests than when
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using the individual tests alone.

In a similar study,

Schwartz (1967) asked 45 Ph.D. clinicians with a minimum
of four years post-doctoral clinical experience to make
a diagnostic judgment from the C-V-S Intelligence Scale
(Vocabulary, Comprehension, and Similarities subtests of
the WAIS) protocols of 10 subjects in each of normal,
organic, retardate, and process and reactive schizophrenic
categories.

Judges were grouped on the basis of nimber

of subtests (one, two, or three) and type of subtest information (C, V, and S) used.

Correct diagnoses using

one, two, or three subtests significantly exceeded chance.
Diagnostic accuracy did not increase when the number of
subtests to be judged increased.
In terms of what has been discussed regarding information theory, there are a number of possible explanations
for the results of level of training/accuracy of judgment
studies.

First, these studies did not account for the

amount of consistency/inconsistency of the information transmitted.

If the cues provided are maximally consistent, we

might assume that psychologists and nonpsychologists will
not differ in the accuracy of their judgments; since all
the information points consistently to a particular judgment.

Thus, situations in which all cues are consistent

may point so obviously to a particular decision or judgment that psychologists and nonpsychologists find it
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relatively easy to make an accurate judgment.

For example,

if the judges are to make a dichotomous decision of normal/
psychotic, and are told that the patient to be judged has a
psychotic MMPI profile, has a previous history of psychosis,
and is currently hallucinating, we might not be surprised
that all judges accurately judge the patient as psychotic.
Likewise, if cues presented to judges are maximally inconsistent, the information may be so confusing that psychologists and nonpsychologists will not differ significantly
in the accuracy of their judgments.

Although psycholo-

gists are often presented with inconsistent information
about a client in a clinical setting, it is not common for
the information to be maximally inconsistent.

Without con-

sideration of this consistency/inconsistency dimension,
questions are raised as to whether psychologists and nonpsychologists make clinical judgments in the same manner
and with equal accuracy.
Information theory may explain the lack of difference in judgment accuracy among different groups in a
second way.

Variables given to the subjects in these stu-

dies were not controlled in the sense that the experimenters
did not know the proportion of the variance these variables
accounted for.

In view of the literature concerning the

representativeness of information (Kahneman and Tversky,
19 73) , and the accuracy of statistical models of judgment
(Dawes and Corrigan, 1974; Goldberg, 1970; Hoffman, 1960;
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Meehl, 1954), we can assume that if the variables provided
were not significantly related in this manner to the phenomenon to be judged, no subject would possess the necessary
type of information on which to base an accurate judgment.
For example, Goldberg (1959) asked judges to diagnose individuals as organic or inorganic on the basis of the
Bender-Gestalt Test, but evidence exists suggesting that
the Bender-Gestalt Test is not a very accurate indicator
of organicity (Golden, 19 78; Johnson, Helkamp, and Lottiman,
1971; Rosencranz and Schaffer, 1969).

If judges are not

provided with relevant information, it is reasonable that
regardless of training and experience, no judge will be
able to make highly accurate judgments.
The explanations offered above are speculations;
there is no empirical evidence to support them.

For this

reason, level of training will be considered in this study
as an independent variable, despite the vast amount of
existing literature that might suggest little use in designating separate groups on the basis of training level.

It

is hoped that by having some knowledge of the variance accounted for by the experimental variables and by systematically altering consistency of cues, some information may
be gained with regard to the interaction between level of
training and the process of clinical judgment.
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Summary
This study is constructed to incorporate several
issues discussed in this review.

It is apparent that in

assessing clients, the psychologist receives a substantial
amount of inconsistent information, which is not processed
in the same manner as consistent information.

In addition,

the different types of information the psychologist receives
are not viewed as having equal value; depending on the judgment to be made, certain cues may be judged as more important by the psychologist than others.' The capacity of the
psychologist to deal with increasing amounts of information
is somewhat limited, and added information does not augment
the judgment in a strictly additive manner.

Currently

little is known about both the nature of the process of
clinical judgment and/or possible differences in the process across groups differing in level of psychological
training.
This study, then, seeks to:
(1)

Evaluate the relative importance of verbal and
nonverbal cues to the judgment of depression

(2)

Assess the extent to which cue directionality
and cue discrepancy are utilized in the judgment of depression, and

(3)

Examine similarities and differences in the
nature of the judgment process across groups
differing in level of psychological training.
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Hypotheses
1.

Verbal and nonverbal cues will differ significantly
in terms of the variance they account for in the
judgment process.

2.

In a complex judgment situation where multiple cues
range from highly consistent to highly inconsistent,
subjects will resort to a simple judgment strategy
and will evaluate an outcome by the overall directionality of the cues in the message.

In a complex

message the degree of inconsistency among cues will
be ignored and will not account for message variance
3.

Groups will differ in terms of the manner in which
they make judgments; subjects with less psychological training will be less tolerant of the inconsistency among cues and will rely more on cue directionality than will subjects with higher levels of
training.

More highly trained subjects will use

cue inconsistency more in forming judgments than
will subjects with less training.

CHAPTER III
METHOD
Subjects
The subjects in this study were 63 students at Texas
Tech University.

Subjects were assigned to one of the

three experimental groups, with 21 subjects in each group.
Group I consisted of students in an introductory-level
psychology course.

Group II consisted of psychology ma-

jors currently in their senior year in college.

Group III

was comprised of students enrolled in a doctoral-level
program in clinical or counseling psychology.
for these groups was on a volunteer basis.

Selection

Volunteers

were assigned to the group that appropriately described
them.

Groups had been designated in this manner in order

to represent different levels of training in psychology.
Students were reminded by telephone one day prior to the
experiment as to the time and place of the experiment.
When students arrived at the experiment, they were informed of the nature of the study and the task they would
be asked to perform, in compliance with HEW and APA guidelines of ethical standards for human subject research (APA,
1973; Cook, 19 76).

All students were debriefed at the end

of the experiment.
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Power Analysis for the Experiment
In line with Cohen's (1965) suggestions, three factors
were considered in determining a sample size that is adequate for testing the previously stated hypotheses:

(1)

effect size (amount of variability accounted for) of the
variables in this study (eye contact, verbal message, facial
expression, group differences); (2) the power of the analysis (the probability of detecting an existing treatment
effect); and (3) alpha level (the probability of falsely
rejecting a null hypothesis).

Values for alpha and power

may be set in advance using Cohen's (1965) conventions of
.05 and .80, respectively.

This means that there is a 5%

chance of rejecting the null hypothesis when it is true,
and an 80% chance of finding a treatment effect if it
exists.
Kirk (1968) noted that it is possible to make a reasonable estimate of effect size on the basis of previous
studies.

Thus, literature concerning eye contact (Haase

and Tepper, 1972), facial expression (Zuckerman, Lipets,
Koivumaki and Rosenthal, 19 75), verbal message (Haase and
Tepper, 1972), and group differences (Johnston and McNeal,
1967) was consulted to estimate effect sizes for this
study.

Using statistical methods and tables described by

Cohen (1977), effect sizes of the above variables were
computed, and the sample size necessary to reach .80 power
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for each variable was estimated.

Results showed that in

order to have an 80% probability of finding existing effects in this study involving three groups, a sample size
of n = 6 was needed for eye contact, n = 14 for verbal
message, n = 12 for facial expression, and n = 200 for
group differences.

It was not possible to fulfill the

sample size requirements of .80 power for group differences, since 200 doctoral-level psychology students and
senior psychology majors were not available.

However,

it was possible to exceed the requirements to reach .80
power for verbal message, eye contact, and facial expression (n = 21, N = 63), and thereby to increase to some
extent the power for group differences.

Thus, with 21

subjects assigned to each group, we had at least an 80%
chance of finding existing effects for the main effect
of eye contact, verbal message, and facial expression,
and a 20% probability for detecting the main effect of
group differences.
Apparatus
The apparatus for this study was a Sony videotape
recorder and monitor.

The recorder was used to tape and

play vignettes of simulated therapy sessions involving a
depressed "client."

The videotape monitor was used to

show these vignettes to subjects, who were seated at a
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comfortable viewing distance from the monitor.

The vig-

nettes were constructed to represent all possible combinations of the factors to be studied, i.e., verbal
message, facial expression, and eye contact.
in one cell the client:

For example,

(1) made a statement that was

rated depressed; (2) maintained eye contact for 80% of
the segment; and (3) exhibited a downward curvature of the
mouth.
Instrumentation
Development of Verbal
Statements
Several steps were taken, following suggestions by
Edwards' (195 7) equal appearing intervals technique, to
develop suitable statements for the "client's" videotape
vignettes, which in turn were rated by subjects. As will
be discussed below, statements varied on a continuum from
"not depressed" to "very depressed."

Information as to

the appropriate content for such statements was obtained
from Beck (1967) and Hamilton (1960), whose studies of depressed clients list numerous issues and topics frequently
discussed by depressed persons (e.g., suicidal wishes,
loss of appetite, insomnia, guilt, loss of motivation).
A group of 54 statements, constructed on the basis of
these topics, was distributed among 10 raters (doctoral
psychology students and psychology faculty members who
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were excluded from participation in the rating of videotaped vignettes), with instructions to rate the degree of
depression of each statement in terms of 11 intervals (see
Appendix A ) .

The scale values of the statements were ob-

tained by the method of equal appearing intervals (Edwards,
1957).

For each statement a median and semi-interquartile

range (Q) value was also obtained.
Statements were plotted in a two-way table according
to the median and Q values.

Fifty percent of the state-

ments showing the greatest degree of spread of judgments
were eliminated by excluding each statement with a Q value
above the median Q value for all statements.

The responses

of the raters were rated so that the largest weight was
given to the response category indicating the most depression.

The direction of the weights for each statement can

be determined from the location of the statements on the
equal appearing interval continuum.

For each statement a

distribution was obtained showing the frequency for each
response category.
analysis.

Each item was then subjected to item

The nine statements most consistently receiving

a median rating between 10.0 and 11.0 were used to represent the "very depressed" statements for the videotape
segments.

The nine statements most consistently receiving

a median rating of 1.0 were used to represent the "not
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depressed" statements for the videotape segments.

Those

nine statements most consistently receiving a median rating
of 6.0 were used as the "depressed" statements of the videotape segments.

Thus, each of the nine statements from each

category (very depressed, depressed, not depressed) served
as the verbal statement in one of the 27 vignettes shown
to all subjects (see Table 1 ) .
Inter-Rater Reliability in
Judging Nonverbal Cues
To determine the extent to which depression levels
of nonverbal cues could reliably be rated by judges,
facial expression and eye contact were rated independently.
Five individuals with masters' degrees in counseling or
clinical psychology were asked to view the videotape segments and judge eye contact and facial expression for
level of depression.

Prior to viewing the videotape seg-

ments, the concept of this study and the manner in which
facial expression and eye contact had been operationalized
by the experimenter were explained to the raters.

They

viewed the videotape segments twice, first to rate eye
contact, and then to rate facial expression.
Inter-rater reliability in judging eye contact and
facial expression for level of depression was measured by
computing zero-order correlations between the ratings of
the five judges (see Table 10). No variability among
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raters was found for judgments of eye contact (r = 1.00).
Slight variability was found among raters for judgments
of facial expression (r ranging from .91 to 1.00).

It

was concluded from the results of these correlations that
levels of facial expression and eye contact operationalized in the videotape segments could be reliably judged
by independent raters.
Subject Rating Scale
A 7-point rating scale, ranging from "not depressed"
to "very depressed" was used by subjects to judge each of
the 27 vignettes they viewed.

The 7-point scale was used

based on the rationale set forth by Osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum (1957).

It is assumed that seven points is a de-

sirable distance, optimum in aiding the individual to
differentiate responses in rating some subject matter.
Each subject received a rating sheet, with a definition
of depression and an explanation of the rating scale at
the top of the sheet.

The lower portion of the sheet con-

tained 27 numbered spaces, in which the subjects placed a
rating from 1 (not depressed) to 7 (very depressed) for
each vignette (see Appendix B ) .
Design
The overall design of the study was a 3x3x3x3 factorial with three subject groups (introductory-level
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psychology students, senior psychology majors, doctorallevel psychology students), and repeated measures on three
levels of eye contact, three levels of verbal message, and
three levels of facial expression.

There were 27 stimulus

situations or vignettes, each 20 seconds in duration, with
all combinations of the levels of eye contact, verbal message, and facial expression presented (see Table 2).
Verbal Message
As discussed above, there were 27 verbal statements,
one for each 20-second vignette.

Nine statements repre-

senting each level of verbal message (very depressed, depressed, not depressed) were represented (see Table 2).
The purpose of having a different verbal statement for
each vignette was to avoid boredom in the subject, who
viewed all 27 videotaped segments.

The level of each

statement was determined by the above described equal
appearing intervals technique used by Edwards (1957).
The content of each statement was derived from the material presented by Beck (1967) and Hamilton (1960).
Eye Contact
Three levels of eye contact, maintained for 80%, 50%
or 20% of the 20-second vignette, and representing the
categories of not depressed, depressed, and very depressed,
were presented.

Each level was presented in nine of the
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27 vignettes (see Table 2 ) . The rationale for these levels
is based on the data from Hinchliffe et al. (1970), Hinchliffe et al. (1971), and Rutter and Stephenson (1972a).
Facial Expression
Three levels of facial expression, operationalized by
a substantial downward curvature of the mouth, slight downward curvature of the mouth, and no downward curvature of
the mouth, were used to represent categories of very depressed, depressed, and not depressed, respectively.

Each

level was presented in nine of the 27 vignettes (see Table
2).

The rationale for these levels is based on the data

from Waxer (1974, 1976).
An actress represented all combinations of the independent variables across the 27 segments.

She was instruc-

ted as to the various cue combinations for each segment.
These combinations were then rehearsed until the actress
could present the material in a standardized and satisfactory manner.

For example, in segment 24, the "client":

(1) made a statement that had been rated as "very depressed"; (2) maintained eye contact for 20% of the segment;
and (3) exhibited a downward curvature of the mouth.

In

this manner, it required 27 segments for the "client" to
present all combinations of three levels of eye contact,
three levels of verbal message, and three levels of facial
expression.
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The "client" faced the camera, sitting five feet from
it, as if it was the therapist.

Vignettes were filmed in

this manner to avoid confusion as to whether or not eye
contact was being maintained.

To avoid increasing the

amount of error variance in the design, the "client" wore
the same clothing for all 27 vignettes.
Procedure
Sixty-three students were assigned to one of the
three experimental groups, representing three levels of
training (one course in psychology, senior psychology
major, second-year doctoral-level student in psychology).
Each group consisted of 21 students.
The 6 3 students were run in groups of five or six.
Each subject viewed all 27 videotape segments.

To avoid

order effects (Gaito, 1961), counterbalancing was used;
four separate and random orders of the vignettes were
shown to different groups of students.

This involved using

four sets of tapes, each set composed of a different random
order of the same 27 vignettes.

Each set of tapes was

shown to four viewing groups, or approximately 16 students.
Each group of students was seated within a comfortable
viewing distance of the videotape monitor.

They were in-

structed by the experimenter that they would view 27 vignettes simulating a client over a number of therapy sessions
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So that the students would not expect early vignettes to
represent deeper depression than later vignettes, they
were told that the vignettes were randomized and did not
simulate an orderly progression through therapy.
The students were instructed to rate the "client" on
depression.

They were told that the purpose of the study

was to learn how people make judgments about depression,
and that the client they would see was to simulate an individual coming to therapy to deal with depression.

The

experimenter explained that since the segments were in
random order, judgments could not be made on the basis of
improvement over time.

Students were asked not to confer

with one another while making their judgments.
The experimenter explained the concept of depression
to all students as it is being used in this study.

A

written definition of depression also appeared at the top
of the rating sheet (see Appendix B).

All students were

instructed in the use of the rating scale, which also
appeared on the rating sheet with an explanation.

In ad-

dition, the sheet contained 27 numbered spaces, and students were asked to make a rating after each 20-second
vignette.
After the students viewed and rated all vignettes,
they were given a separate sheet of paper and asked to
describe cues they found relevant to making their ratings
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(see Appendix C).

This was done to gain information re-

garding students' perception of their judgment process.
The experimenter then further explained the rationale of
the experiment to the students, in compliance with APA
and HEW guidelines.

The experimenter answered students'

questions and will mail results to any subject who supplied his/her name and address on the sign-up sheet.
Since the students put no identifying marks on the rating
sheet aside from level of training, written feedback can
be given only in terms of group performance.
Analysis of the Data
The data were analyzed in accordance with the hypotheses of the study.

This included analyzing:

(1) the

amount of variance accounted for by verbal and nonverbal
cues; (2) the effects of inconsistent cues on the judgment process; and (3) comparisons among groups with respect to the use of cue discrepancy and cue directionality
in the judgment process.

In addition, a secondary analysis

was conducted which was not a formal part of this study,
but which served to gather information regarding the
judgment process.

The analysis involved an examination

of student perception of the judgment process.
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Analysis of Hypothesis 1
The significance and practical importance of the experimental variables—verbal message, facial expression,
eye contact, and subject groups--and their interactions in
the judgment of depression were examined.

This analysis

was accomplished by a split-plot repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) design as described by Kirk (1968),
with one between subject effect (Groups I, II, and III)
and three within subject effects (eye contact, facial expression, and verbal message).
In conjunction with the ANOVA design, a model of depression judgment expressing the relative contribution of
the experimental variables was derived.

In such a model,

judgments are described as a simple weighted sum of the
values of the information available.

This model may be

represented by examining the values of n^ associated with
each effect in the model (see Table 3), so that:
Total Variation = aA + 3B + yC + 9D + TTE + il
where a, 3, y, and d are the relative weights for each main
effect; A, B, C, and D are the main effects for group, verbal message, facial expression, and eye contact;

TT is the

relative weight for the interactions; E is the interaction
value; and i is variance due to experimental error (Kirk,
1968) .
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Analysis of Hypothesis 2
The judgment process of subjects, in terms of the
extent to which they attended to cue directionality and
amount of cue discrepancy, was examined through a regression analysis of cell means on coded dimensions of cue
directionality and amount of cue discrepancy.

The unit

of analysis was considered to be at the level of the cell
mean since variance in the cell means can be studied as
a function of the information in the cell, i.e., the directionality of the cell and the consistency or discrepancy among cues in the cell.

In agreement with Kerlinger

and Pedhazur (19 73) the data were analyzed by coding each
of the 27 cells on the dimensions of:

(1) the amount of

discrepancy among cues in a given cell; and (2) the overall
cue directionality within the cell.

This was accomplished

by assigning numerical values to the various cue levels,
as described below.
Eye contact was considered positive at the 80% level,
neutral at the 50% level, and negative at the 20% level.
Verbal message was considered positive if rated 1 on the
7-point scale, neutral if rated 4 on the scale, and negative if rated 7 on the scale.

Facial expression was con-

sidered positive without downward curvature of the mouth,
neutral with slight downward curvature of the mouth, and
negative with substantial downward curvature of the mouth.
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In this manner, each cell was coded as to the level, either
positive, neutral, or negative, of each variable (see Table
6).

A tabulation of cue directionality and amount of cue

discrepancy for each cell was derived from the combination
of positive, neutral, and negative components of each cell.
It was necessary to code two vectors for directionality (one
representing positive directionality of the cell, one representing neutral directionality of the cell), since the number of vectors necessary to exhaust the information about
category membership (i.e., the three levels of depression)
is equal to the number of categories, minus one (see Table
7).

One vector was coded for amount of cue discrepancy,

with values ranging from zero for no discrepancy to three
for maximal discrepancy (see Table 7). A regression analysis of cell means was then conducted in an attempt to account for differences in cell means as a function of the
extent to which the cell is positive, neutral, or negative
and the extent to which the cues are consistent or inconsistent.
Analysis of Hypothesis 3
Differences between groups, in terms of the manner in
which they used cue directionality and amount of cue discrepancy in making judgments, was examined by means of a
one-way multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) with
two dependent variables, as described by Harris (1975).
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The unit of analysis here was the subject.

Since each stu-

dent responded to all 27 cells, a beta weight for cue directionality and a beta weight for cue discrepancy could
be computed for each of the 63 students.

These beta weights

were then collected as two dependent variables, and a single
factor one-way MANOVA between groups was conducted on these
two dependent variables.

A significant MANOVA would then

indicate differential usage of cue directionality and cue
discrepancy across groups.
In conjunction with the MANOVA design, discriminant
function coefficients were derived.

These coefficients

represent the relative weights given to the factors of cue
directionality and cue discrepancy in terms of their ability
to discriminate between groups.

Thus, these coefficients

provide a means of identifying the extent to which group
membership can be identified on the basis of the use of cue
directionality and cue discrepancy in the judgment process.
Secondary Analysis
Students' perception of the judgment process was investigated by soliciting their written impressions of videotape segments (see Appendix C).

These raw data were grouped

into cue categories identified by students as being relevant
to forming their judgments of depression.

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
As discussed earlier, the main hypotheses of this
study were addressed through three primary analyses:
(1) an examination of the significance and practical importance of the experimental variables and their interactions;
(2) an examination of the manner in which subjects attended
to cue directionality and cue discrepancy in judging depression; and (3) a comparison of groups of judges on the
differential usage of cue directionality and cue discrepancy in the judgment process.

In addition, there is one

secondary analysis which was not a formal part of the
structure of this study.

This analysis, involving subject

perception of the judgment process, served to gather further information regarding the area of clinical judgment.
The following description of the data derived from this
study is organized according to each of the analyses described above.
Primary Analyses
Analysis of Hypothesis 1
The purpose of this analysis was to determine both
the statistical significance and practical importance (total
variance accounted for) of groups, verbal message, facial
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expression, and eye contact and their interactions on the
judgment of depression.

The significance (F) and practi-

cal importance (n^) of the experimental variables—subject
groups, verbal message, eye contact, and facial expression-were obtained by a split-plot repeated measures analysis of
variance (ANOVA) design (see Table 3).
All main effects were found to be significant, accounting for 66.1% of the total variance (see Table 3).
Group F [2, 60] = 5.37, p<.007, n^ = .010) accounted for
1% of the total variance.

Verbal message (F[2, 120] =

1055.77, p<.000, n^ = .642) accounted for 64.2% of the
total variance.

Facial expression (F[2, 120] = 13.64,

p<.000, n^ = .004) accounted for .4% of the total variance.
Eye contact (F[2, 1 2 0 ] = 29.79, p<.000, n^ = .005) accounted for .5% of the total variance.
All two-way interactions involving Group were nonsignificant (see Table 3): Group x Verbal Message F (4,
120) = 1.67, p<.162; Group x Facial Expression F (4, 120) =
0.26, p<.904; and Group x Eye Contact F (4, 120) = 1.74,
p<.145.

The remaining two-way interactions, all involving

the verbal and nonverbal cues, were significant (see Table
3).

Verbal Message x Facial Expression (F[4, 240] = 23.80,

p<.000, n^ = -014) accounted for 1.4% of the total variance.
Verbal Message x Eye Contact (F[4, 240] = 19.02, p<.000,
n^ = .009) accounted for .9% of the total variance.

Facial
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Expression x Eye Contact (F[4, 240] = 28.38, p<.000, n^ =
.012) accounted for 1.2% of the total variance.
The three-way interaction Group x Facial Expression
X Eye Contact (F [8, 240] = 1.07, p<.387) was not significant.

The remaining three-way interactions were statis-

tically significant (see Table 3). Group x Verbal Message
X Facial Expression (F[8, 240] = 3.66, p<.000, n" = .004)
accounted for .4% of the total variance.

Group x Verbal

Message x Eye Contact (F[8, 240] = 2.03, p<.044, r\^ =
.002) accounted for .2% of the total variance.

Verbal

Message x Facial Expression x Eye Contact (F[8, 240] =
20.84 p<.000, n^ = .020) accounted for 2.0% of the total
variance.
The four-way interaction was significant (see Table
3).

Group X Verbal Message x Facial Expression x Eye

Contact

(F[16, 4 8 0 ]

= 3.55, p<.000, n^ = .007) accounted

for .7% of the total variance.
In conjunction with the above data, the n^ values
obtained from this ANOVA design may be used to develop a
linear model of depression judgment, one in which judgments are described as a simple weighted sum of the values
of the information available.

Such a model provides a

visual representation of the relative importance of sources
of experimental variance to total message variance, such
that:

Total Variation = .OlA + .64B + .004C + .005D +
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.07E + .27£ where A is group, B is verbal message, C is
facial expression, D is eye contact, E represents all
interactions, and i is variation due to experimental
error.
It is apparent from this model that verbal message
accounted for a far greater portion of total message variance than any other source of variance.

Verbal message

accounted for 160 times more variance than facial expression, 12 8 times more variance than eye contact, 64 times
more variance than group, and 9 times more variance than
all of the interactions combined.

Expressed in another

way, verbal message is clearly the single most important
variable accounting for variance in the judgment of depression.
Further information regarding the contributions of
the main effect of verbal message to the judgment process
was gathered using Tukey's HSD Test (Tukey, 1953).

A mean

value for each level of verbal message was computed (see
Table 4) , and a posteriori comparisons were made among
the mean ratings for all segments consisting of verbal
message "not depressed," verbal message "depressed," and
verbal message "very depressed."

The results of this

analysis indicate that all pairwise comparisons exceeded
the critical level of 4.20 and thus were significant at the
.01 level.

In essence, the mean depression rating for
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segments in which verbal message was "not depressed" was
significantly lower than the mean rating for segments in
which verbal message was "depressed" (q = 13.52), and in
which verbal message was "very depressed" (q = 21.42).
The mean rating for segments in which verbal message was
"depressed" was significantly lower than the mean rating
for segments in which verbal message was "very depressed"
(q = 7.91).
The results of Tukey's HSD Test suggest a strong
relationship between the depression level of verbal message and the rating made, i.e., that subjects tended to
rate a given videotape segment based on the level of
depression represented by verbal message.

This is consis-

tent with the n^ values derived as part of the split-plot
ANOVA, and is even more apparent in the graphic representation of the ANOVA three-way interaction between verbal
message, facial expression, and eye contact (see Table 5).
An examination of the graphs reveals quite readily a strong
association between depression level of verbal message and
statement rating.

For example, in the first graph, in which

verbal message is "not depressed," all ratings fall within
the "not depressed," range (1.0 to 2.0), despite the fact
that on six of those videotape segments facial expression
and eye contact were either at the "depressed" (D) level
or the "very depressed" (V) level.

In the second graph,
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with verbal message "depressed," all ratings fell within
the "depressed" or "very depressed" range (3.0 to 5.5),
although in three of those videotape segments facial expression and eye contact were at the "not depressed" (N)
level.

In the third graph, with verbal message "very de-

pressed," all ratings fell within the "depressed" or "very
depressed" range (4.5 to 6.5), although in three of those
videotape segments facial expression and eye contact were
at the "not depressed" (N) level.
It is quite evident from this analysis that verbal
message is overwhelmingly the most important variable accounting for variance in the judgment of depression.

The

practical importance of verbal message in this study is
reflected in the extent to which the mean rating of segments on level of depression mirrors the depression level
of verbal message for a given segment.
Analysis of Hypothesis 2
This analysis was designed to examine the manner in
which students attended to cue directionality and cue discrepancy in a complex judgment situation involving multiple
cues ranging from highly consistent to highly inconsistent.
This information was derived at the level of the cell mean
by regressing cell means on coded dimensions of cue directionality and cue discrepancy.

In this manner variance in
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the 27 cell means could be studied as a function of the
information in the cell, i.e., cue directionality and cue
discrepancy, and can be expressed in terms of multiple
correlations and semi-partial correlations between cell
means, cue directionality, and cue discrepancy (see
Table 8).
The multiple correlation relating cell means to cue
discrepancy and cue directionality (see Table 8) indicated
that in combination, cue directionality and cue discrepancy
accounted for 25.83% of the variance in cell means

(^Y.^A

~

.5083, R^ = .2583, F[3, 23] = 2 . 6 7 ) , significant at the .10
level.

The multiple correlation between cell means and cue

directionality alone indicated that cue directionality accounted for 25.78% of the variance in cell means i^Y,^

=

.5078, R^ = .2578, F [ 2 , 24] = 4.17), significant at the .05
level.

The multiple correlation between cell means and

cue discrepancy alone indicated that cue discrepancy accounted for .1% of the variance in cell means (Ry.^ = .001,
R2 = .001, F[l, 23] = .00), not a significant effect.

It

is evident from examining these values that the multiple
correlation between cue directionality and cell means
reaches a greater level of significance than the multiple
correlation between cue directionality, cue discrepancy,
and cell means.

The explanation for this may be found by

examining the unique effect of cue directionality and cue
discrepancy on cell means.
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In order to determine the unique effect of cue directionality and cue discrepancy on cell means, semi-partial
correlations were computed (see Table 8). Partialling
out the effects of cue discrepancy, cue directionality
accounted for 25.78% of the variance in cell means (Ry ^,^v
• D (A;

.5078, R^ = .2578, F [ 2 , 23] = 4.01, p<.05, a significant effect.

Partialling out the effects of cue directionality,

cue discrepancy accounted for .1% of the variance in cell
means (Ry.^(D) = .001, R^ = .001, F[1, 23] = .00), not a
significant effect.
In essence, the results of this data analysis indicate that the overall directionality of cues accounts for a
significant portion of the variance across cell means
(R^y _ = .001), while sacrificing degrees of freedom in
•A

the multiple correlation relating cell means to cue directionality and cue discrepancy.

This explains why the mul-

tiple correlation relating cell means to cue discrepancy
and cue directionality is significant, but not at the same
level as the multiple correlation relating cell means to
cue directionality.

Thus, the data suggest that irrespec-

tive of group membership, students relied substantially
more on cue directionality as compared to cue discrepancy
in formulating their judgments, a finding which supports
Hypothesis 2.
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Analysis of Hypothesis 3
This analysis was designed to examine the extent to
which groups differentially attended to cue directionality
and cue discrepancy in decoding cues.
in this case was the subject.

The unit of analysis

A beta weight for cue direc-

tionality and a beta weight for cue discrepancy could be
computed for each of the 63 students since each student
responded to all 27 cells.

These beta weights were then

collected as two dependent variables, and a single factor
one-way multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) between
groups was conducted on these two dependent variables.

In

addition, information to address this hypothesis was also
obtained from a discriminant analysis associated with this
MANOVA and a t-test between beta weights for cue directionality and cue discrepancy.
The results of the one-way MANOVA indicated no significant differences on the linear combination of cue discrepancy and cue directionality between the three groups
(F[4, 118] = 1.27, p<.2866, Wilks' A = .9194).

Thus,

groups did not differ from one another in their use of cue
directionality and cue discrepancy in the judgment process
(see Table 9) .
The discriminant analysis associated with the MANOVA
on these data yielded standardized discriminant function
coefficients which were used to evaluate the contributions
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of cue directionality and cue discrepancy to group differences in the judgment of depression.

These coefficients

may be expressed as:
2y = -03 ^D "- -04 ^A
where Z

is group membership, D is the coded directionality

of cues, A is the amount of discrepancy between cues, and
.08 and .04 are the standardized discriminant function coefficients.

Thus, in evaluating the contributions of the

amount of cue discrepancy and cue directionality, the discriminant function suggests that cue directionality is approximately twice as likely to discriminate between groups
as cue discrepancy in the judgment of depression, but the
groups do not differ significantly.

This is not surprising,

since in the first analysis it was found that cue discrepancy accounted for essentially no variance in the judgment process, and therefore would not serve as a viable
discriminator between groups.
Since the groups did not differ in their use of
cue directionality and cue discrepancy, all 63 students
were treated as a single group and analyzed for subject
tendency to rely more on cue directionality than cue discrepancy.

This was accomplished with a paired t-test be-

tween beta weights for cue directionality and cue discrepancy at the level of the subject without respect to group.
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The paired t-test was statistically significant (t [62] =
-29.15, p<.000), indicating that irrespective of group
membership, students used cue directionality significantly
more than cue discrepancy in making their judgments.
Secondary Analysis
Perception of the Judgment
Process
After viewing all videotape segments students were
asked to describe in writing what cues or characteristics
they felt they used to make their judgments (see Appendix
C) . The data were not a major part of the conceptualization of this study but were used instead to gain some insight into both how the videotape segments were perceived
by students and how students perceived their own judgment
processes.

From reviewing student feedback, it was found

that 100% of the students described verbal content as important in making their judgments, and 71% of the students
described only verbal content as a cue in their ratings.
Eye contact and facial expression were mentioned by 17% of
the students as cues used in their ratings.

Tone of voice

was the only cue mentioned by students which was not considered to be a part of this experimental design.

Des-

cribed by students as "monotone" or "always the same,"
tone of voice was considered to be somewhat inconsistent
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with the verbal message at times.

Students stated that

they expected more lively tones with some of the verbal
messages that they felt did not reflect depressed content
Tone of voice had actually been kept as consistent as
possible in this study in order not to create another
source of variance, but apparently it was seen by some
students as being inconsistent at times with the information being conveyed verbally.

CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
The main hypotheses of this study were addressed by
means of the three primary analyses.

in addition, further

information regarding the clinical judgment of depression
was gathered from the secondary analysis of this study.
A discussion of the practical importance and implications
of the resulting data has been organized according to the
basic hypotheses and secondary analysis and is provided
in this section.
Hypotheses of the Study
Hypothesis 1
The first hypothesis stated that verbal and nonverbal
cues will differ significantly from one another in terms
of the variance they account for in the judgment of depression.

In examining the results of the split-plot ANOVA in

Table 3, we find support for this hypothesis.

Verbal mes-

sage accounted for 64.2% of the total variance, far above
the median value of 8.3% found by Haase, Waechter, and
Solomon (1982) for effect size in the counseling research.
Facial expression accounted for .4% of the total variance,
and eye contact accounted for .5% of the total variance,
placing the effect size for these cues below the 25th percentile for the distribution effect size values found by
Haase et al. (1982).
98
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The relative importance of verbal and nonverbal cues
to the judgment of depression is reflected in these values
of n'.

Ratios of the n' values for verbal message, facial

expression, and eye contact reveal that verbal message accounts for 160 times more variance than facial expression
in the judgment of depression (64.2/. 4) and 128 times more
variance than eye contact in the judgment of depression
(64.2/.5).
The strength of association values for verbal message, eye contact, and facial expression are thus consistent
with the hypothesis that cues will vary in terms of their
importance in the judgment process, and further indicated
that verbal message was substantially more important than
facial expression and eye contact in judging depression.
In essence, whether or not the "client's" verbal statement
seemed depressed had a much greater influence in judging
depression than did the nonverbal cues.
Very little previous literature exists which examines
verbal and nonverbal cues in depression.
exist deals primarily with:

That which does

(1) the actual nonverbal be-

havior of depressed individuals (Hinchliffe et al., 1970;
Rutter and Stephenson, 1972a, 1972b); (2) the verbal statements of depressed individuals (Hamilton, 1960); or (3)
the assessment of depression in individuals based solely
on the information provided by nonverbal cues (Waxer, 1974,
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1976).

The present study differs from past research in that

it examines nonverbal and verbal cues in combination as they
affect the judgment of depression, and these data may serve
as a bridge between studies examining cues on a single dimension (i.e., verbal or nonverbal).
In comparing the data here with previous studies, an
interesting aspect is not so much that cues differed in the
amount of variance they accounted for, but rather that verbal message was so overwhelmingly more important than nonverbal cues in judging depression.

Previous studies sug-

gest that nonverbal cues are a reliable source of information for judging depression.

Waxer (1974) found that

judges correctly identified depressed patients with an
average of 87% accuracy using nonverbal cues.

Similarly,

Waxer (1976) found that judges' ratings of depression from
nonverbal cues correlated .58 with the MMPI Depression Scale
score.

The results of this study suggest that while nonver-

bal cues by themselves may provide enough information to
formulate reliable judgments about depression, the extent
to which they are used in the judgment process drops to a
minimum when verbal information is also available.

If this

is an accurate reflection of the judgment process in a true
clinical situation, the implication for further research
involving the judgment of depression is that if verbal message is an independent variable in such research, adding
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nonverbal cues as independent variables would add little
practical importance to the outcome, and therefore may
not be worth the time or effort necessary to integrate
them into such research (Kerlinger, 1973).
The overwhelming importance of verbal message in this
study stands in contrast to previous literature examining
the impact of verbal and nonverbal cues in the judgment
of counselor empathy (Haase and Tepper, 19 72) and counselor
empathy, respect, and genuineness (Tepper and Haase, 19 78).
These students found nonverbal cues to account for between
2 and 23 times more variance than verbal cues on the dimensions judged.

This suggests that statements made regarding

the importance of verbal and nonverbal cues in the judgment
process may not be representative of the judgment process
unless the dimension judged is specified.

Thus individuals

may rely heavily on nonverbal cues in judging certain dimensions of behavior, while emphasing verbal cues when
judging other dimensions of behavior.

In addition, these

previous studies dealt with judgments about counselors
rather than clients, and this difference may affect the
generalizability of these results to the current research.
In examining the amount of variance accounted for by
the verbal and nonverbal cues in this study, the issue may
be raised as to whether groups differed from one another in
the extent to which they attended to eye contact, facial
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expression, and verbal message in making their judgments.
This issue may be addressed with the data from the splitplot ANOVA of the first primary analysis (see Table 3).
The results of the split-plot ANOVA reveal that the fourway interaction of Group x Verbal Message x Facial Expression X Eye Contact was significant, suggesting that groups
did vary in the manner in which they weighed cues.

However,

while groups were significantly different from one another
in this aspect, the difference was of little practical importance to the study (n^ = .01), and none of the two-way
interactions between groups and verbal or nonverbal cues
were significant.

This raises the question as to whether

or not it is worth the time, energy, and/or expense to include group effects as a factor in further research which
focuses on the manner in which cues are weighed in the
judgment of depression.

Basically, we must ask if it is

worth the effort expended to include groups differing in
level of psychological training for such a small effect
size, i.e., .01. Based on the findings of effect size by
Haase et al. (19 82) the answer would appear to be "no."
Of course, it is possible that including subjects who differ more in level of psychological training (e.g., college
freshmen versus licensed psychologists) may result in
greater differences in the judgment process, but such a
possibility cannot be properly addressed in this study.
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The results of this study are consistent with previous
literature dealing with clinical judgment and offer little
support for the notion that differences in level of training might result in observable differences between groups
in the judgment process.

Past studies have compared groups

who differ substantially in terms of psychological training
and have found little difference in the judgments made.
Such comparisons include experienced clinicians versus untrained interviewers (Wedell and Smith, 19 51) and staff
psychologists versus secretarial staff (Goldberg, 1959).
However, the relevance of the cues provided to the phenomenon judged has not been taken into account in such studies,
as it was in this study.

Thus the results of this research

further suggest that even when the cues provided are relevant to the phenomenon judged, little difference in the
judgment process is evident between groups differing in
level of psychological training.
In summary, two main points can be derived from the
results of this analysis.

First, verbal message was found

to be overwhelmingly more important than the nonverbal cues
in accounting for variance in the judgment of depression.
This finding runs contrary to previous research involving
dimensions of behavior other than depression and suggests
that verbal and nonverbal cues may vary in the weight they
are given in the judgment process, depending on the dimension
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that is judged.

Second, no practically significant group

differences were found in the judgment process.

This is

consistent with the findings of previous literature regarding group differences in clinical judgment, but judgment process and not judgment outcome or accuracy is addressed here.

In addition, it cannot be determined whether

larger differences in clinical training between groups
would result in greater differences between groups in
terms of the judgment process.
Hypothesis 2
The second hypothesis stated that in a complex judgment situation comprised of multiple cues ranging from
highly consistent to highly inconsistent, subjects will
rely on the overall cue directionality in the message in
making their judgments.

The degree of inconsistency among

cues will be ignored and will not account for message
variance.
This hypothesis was addressed at the level of the cell
mean by regressing cell means on coded dimensions of cue
directionality and cue discrepancy.

The resulting multiple

correlations and semi-partial correlations indicated that
cue directionality accounted for approximately 25% of the
variance across cell means.

Considering that a median ef-

fect size of 8.3% was found in the counseling research by
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Haase et al. (1982), this is a substantial effect.

Cue

discrepancy essentially accounted for no variance across
cell means, adding zero predictability to the judgment
process.

Thus, irrespective of group membership, cue di-

rectionality accounted for substantially more message
variance than cue discrepancy in the judgment process.
Hypothesis 2, therefore, is supported by the data.
These results are consistent with the findings of
Haase (Note 1) and Waechter and Haase (Note 2) . In those
studies cue directionality was found to account for anywhere from 40% to 86% of total message variance, while the
contribution of cue discrepancy to total message variance
was nonsignificant.

This study supports the notion that

individuals do not attend to the amount of discrepancy
between cues to a significant degree when decoding messages.
Instead, a simple all-or-none method seems to be used to
process contradictory interpersonal information, whereby
individuals attend only to the overall directionality of
cues in the message.

The implication for further research

involving the judgment of depression is that it may be of
little value to include amount of cue discrepancy as an
experimental variable since it is unlikely that cue discrepancy would account for a significant amount of variance in the judgment process.
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It is interesting to note that while the results of
this analysis are consistent with previous research, cue
directionality in this study does not account for as large
a portion of the variance (25%) as even the minimum (40%)
found by Haase (Note 1) . An explanation of this may be
found in the large effect size found for verbal message.
It was demonstrated in the first primary analysis (see
Tables 3, 4, and 5) that verbal message accounted for 64.2%
of total message variance and that videotape segment ratings
were based in large part on the depression level of verbal
message in the segment.

Thus, students selected what they

judged to be the most relevant cue (verbal message) ,
weighed it heavily in comparison to the other cues (facial
expression and eye contact), and based their judgments
largely on the direction of that single cue.

The portion

of variance accounted for by total cue directionality in
this study may not be as large as in previous studies,
therefore, because students relied heavily on the directionality of the verbal message in making judgments.
This simplistic method of judgment is also congruent
with the concept of a linear model of clinical judgment,
which states that the judge weighs all cues and sums them
to reach a judgment.

In a given situation the judge may

assign a weight of zero to some cues if they are not seen
as relevant to the dimension judged (Arkes, 19 81; Dawes and
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Corrigan, 19 74).

The results of this study suggest that

subjects selected verbal message from the cues available
as the cue most relevant to depression and weighed it
heavily in comparison to facial expression and eye contact
when rating videotape segments.

Such a method is descrip-

tive of a linear model of clinical judgment.
Hypothesis 3
This hypothesis stated that groups will differ in
terms of the manner in which they make judgments; subjects
with less psychological training will be less tolerant of
the inconsistency between cues and will switch to a simpler
strategy in judgment at lower levels of inconsistent messages as compared to subjects with more psychological
training.

This hypothesis was addressed by means of a

one-way multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) and
standardized discriminant function coefficients on the 63
students' beta weights for cue discrepancy and cue directionality (see Table 9 ) .
The results of the one-way MANOVA do not support
Hypothesis 3.

Groups did not differ from one another in

their use of cue directionality and cue discrepancy
(F[4,118] = 1.27, Wilks' A = .9194).

Irrespective of

group membership, students used cue directionality significantly more than cue discrepancy in the judgment process
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(t[62] = -29.15).

Thus, the use of cue directionality

and cue discrepancy in the judgment process cannot be
used as a means of differentiating these experimental
groups, even though students relied more on cue directionality than cue discrepancy in making their judgments.
In terms of clinical judgment, the implication here
is that, like individuals with little or no clinical
training, psychologists make more use of the overall directionality of the information in making judgments or
assessments of clients than they make use of the amount
of discrepancy among the cues provided.

This of course

does not address the question of how a particular direction is assigned to a given cue by the psychologist, but
this presumably is the result of clinical training, in
which the prospective psychologist learns what to look for
in making a clinical judgment about the client.

In addi-

tion, this issue addresses only the judgment process, i.e.,
how individuals reach a decision, and does not address
outcome, i.e., the accuracy of the judgment itself.
Currently there is no literature to suggest that relying
more on cue directionality than cue discrepancy either
enhances or impairs the accuracy of the final judgment.
The results of this analysis present a question for
future research:

How does reliance on cue directionality

compared to cue discrepancy affect the accuracy of the
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judgment made?

Previous literature on clinical judgment

and level of clinical training provides little support for
the notion that individuals with more clinical training
make more accurate clinical judgments than individuals
with less clinical training (Goldberg, 1959; Johnston and
McNeal, 1967; Wedell and Smith, 1951).

In conjunction with

this, the results of the current study suggest that regardless of level of clinical training, subjects did not process
information differently in reaching their judgments.

The

implication here is that outcome of judgments made by
groups of individuals varying in level of clinical training may not differ significantly between groups because the
process by which they reach these judgments is not significantly different between groups.

If this is the case, it

may be of little value to attempt to alter the manner in
which the prospective psychologist uses cue directionality
and cue discrepancy in the judgment process, and it may
instead be more productive to focus on the specific nature
of the cues attended to and the manner in which they are
weighed if judgment accuracy is one of the primary goals
of clinical training.
Perception of the Judgment
Process
The results of this analysis indicate that students
were aware of the importance of verbal message in making
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their judgments.

It is not surprising that this is the

case, in view of the large effect size found in this study
for verbal message.

The subjects did not appear to be very

aware of the role played by facial expressions and eye contact in their judgments, and the effect size for these
variables suggests that their influence on subjects' ratings
was minor.

For the most part it appears that the students

were accurate in understanding what verbal or nonverbal
cues influenced their judgments, but no student mentioned
any awareness of cue consistency/inconsistency in the formulation of his/her judgments.

This is consistent with pre-

vious research which indicates that while individuals often
are aware of the cues they have chosen to formulate their
judgments, they often have little awareness of the manner
in which they have chosen to combine these cues in order
to reach a judgment (Arkes, 1981; Hoffman et al., 1968).
Summary and Implications
This study does not address judgment outcome; it only
examines the judgment process, i.e., how judgments are
formulated, not how accurately judgments describe actual
clinical situations.

This difference has been discussed

by Meehl (1954) as the distinction between the context of
discovery versus the context of justification.

The context

Ill
of justification asks a logical question:

"how can the

judgment be justified?" To answer this we examine whether
the judgment explains more of the known facts than other
judgments and whether it allows us to make accurate predictions about behavior.
a psychological question:
this judgment?"

The context of discovery asks
"How did the psychologist reach

We must first formulate a judgment before

we can test its validity, and we improve the efficacy of
our performance as psychologists if more often than not our
initial judgments tend to be accurate.

We can increase the

probability of our judgments being accurate if we understand
how we formulate our judgments and how relevant the information we use is to the phenomenon we are judging.
The issue here, then, is not whether groups differ in
their ability to make accurate clinical judgments, but
whether groups differ in the methods they use to reach
those judgments.

In terms of the overall judgment of de-

pression, the use of cue directionality and cue discrepancy
looks very similar across the groups included in this study,
with cue directionality being of much greater importance
and cue discrepancy adding essentially no predictability
to the judgment process.

In terms of combining verbal and

nonverbal cues, there was little practical difference between groups but there was a statistical effect (i.e., the
significant level of F for the four-way interaction of the
split-plot ANOVA).
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To study whether groups differing in level of psychological training differ in the accuracy of their clinical
judgments, we need to conduct in vivo research involving
real clients in actual clinical settings.

Although the

judgment process for inconsistent messages (i.e., the use
of cue directionality and cue discrepancy) was similar
across the groups of this study, this does not negate the
possibility that differences may exist between groups in
terms of judgment accuracy.

It is important to keep in

mind that students did combine cues differently in making
judgments (i.e., the significant four-way interaction of
the ANOVA).

Thus, although human beings may process the

cues they attend to in the same manner, they may be
trained to attend to different cues.
Since cue directionality was emphasized across subject
groups in this study, it may be important to examine what
direction individuals assign to different levels of the
same cue.

Using variables of this study as an example,

when is eye contact not depressed, depressed, and very depressed?

If we have a better understanding of the direc-

tion that individuals assign to different levels of the
same cue, we have a better understanding of the cue levels
we need to include in further research.

Such information

can be obtained, as Helms (1976, 1978) noted, from studying
true clients diagnosed as having the particular symptoms,
syndrome, or disorder that we wish to research.
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In conjunction with examining the levels of cues, we
also need research to determine the cues which can be used
to most accurately assess a given disorder.

This would

assist in research design in that it would provide guidance
as to what cues should be included to accurately portray
the disorder under examination.

The need for this type of

research is apparent in this study in terms of the verbal
dimension being so important in the judgment of depression.
This finding is not consistent with the literature pertaining to empathy, where nonverbal cues account for substantially more variance than verbal cues, suggesting that
cues differ in the magnitude of their importance depending
on the dimension to be judged.

If this is so, we may need

to combine distinctly different groups of cues in a given
study depending on the dimension we are examining.

For

example, what cues are most relevant to judging self-esteem,
as opposed to cues necessary to judge assertiveness, depression, empathy, or sociability?
Taking this research a step further, it is difficult
to adequately emphasize the need to train graduate students in psychology in observing and evaluating the cues
which have been found to be most relevant to assessing
different disorders.

It is doubtful that clinical training

will alter the decoding process in terms of how individuals
utilize cue directionality and cue discrepancy, but it is
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possible that such training would assist individuals in
learning to appropriately weigh and combine cues to reach
a judgment.

In this, study groups did differ from one an-

other in the manner in which they combined cues, although
the difference was small in practical terms.

Group III

rated the "client" as less depressed than did Group I and
Group II across 70.4% of the videotape segments, suggesting
that in some way the "client" was not perceived to be as
depressed by Group III as compared to Group I and Group
II.

More information may be gathered in this area by in-

cluding much more experienced subjects in the experimental
groups, representing a broader range in the level of psychological training.
The importance of studying the judgment process lies
in the fact that we need to understand how we make judgments in order to know what we need to change to enhance
the judgment process and how we might go about making these
changes.

In this way we may be able to improve the quality

of clinical training, both doctoral and post-doctoral.

As

Watts (1980) pointed out, the academic portion of clinical
training does not address the issue of learning to make
accurate clinical judgments.

It is only through adequate

training and experience in the judgment process itself that
we can expect to improve our ability in this area, and
training cannot be adequate if we do not better understand
the process that we are attempting to teach.
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TABLE 1
Q AND Q VALUES OF STATEMENTS SELECTED
^
FOR VIDEOTAPE SEGMENTS

S t a t e m e n t Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Q
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
11.0
11.0
11.0
11.0
11.0
11.0
11.0
11.0
11.0

o
.60
.60
.90
.60
.60
.81
.55
1.10
.50
.60
1.09
.97
.60
.60
.70
.91
.56
.80
1.06
1.11
1.02
.60
1.11
1.56
.81
1.08
1.31
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TABLE 2
COMBINATIONS OF CUE LEVEL BY STATEMENT NUMBER FOR
VERBAL MESSAGE, FACIAL EXPRESSION, AND EYE CONTACT

Statement
Number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Verbal
Message

not depressed
not depressed
not depressed
not depressed
not depressed
not depressed
not depressed
not depressed
not depressed
depressed
depressed
depressed
depressed
depressed
depressed
depressed
depressed
depressed
very depressed
very depressed
very depressed
very depressed
very depressed
very depressed
very depressed
very depressed
very depressed

Facial
Expression

Eye
Contact

not depressed
not depressed
not depressed
depressed
depressed
depressed
very depressed
very depressed
very depressed
not depressed
not depressed
not depressed
depressed
depressed
depressed
very depressed
very depressed
very depressed
not depressed
not depressed
not depressed
depressed
depressed
depressed
very depressed
very depressed
very depressed

80%
50%
20%
80%
50%
20%
80%
50%
20%
80%
50%
20%
80%
50%
20%
80%
50%
20%
80%
50%
20%
80%
50%
20%
80%
50%
20%

tac
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TABLE 4
TUKEY'S HSD (q) TEST ON THE S P L I T - P L O T ANALYSIS
OF VARIANCE MAIN EFFECT FOR VERBAL MESSAGE
^ 1 = 1.517

B2 = 3.977

§3 = 5.416

Bl
-

Bl
B2

2.46

B3

3.90

B2

B3

2.46

3.90

-

1.44

B-L - B2

= 13.52

Bi - §3

= 21.42

§2 - B3

=

q (3,120)

1.44
—

7.91
= 4.20,

p <.01

B-T

=

V e r b a l Message Not D e p r e s s e d

B2

=

V e r b a l Message D e p r e s s e d

§3

=

V e r b a l Message Very D e p r e s s e d
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TABLE 7
MEAN

YA
1.61
1.29
1.52
1.33
1.63
1.48
1.32
1.86
1.62
3.37
3.13
3.84
4.87
4.03
3.79
3.62
3.73
5.41
6.38
4.60
5.57
5.94
5.33
5.81
5.00
5.27
4.84

YA
YA,
YA2
YA3
Sd
Sdi
Sd2
Sd3
Dl
D2
XA

S E G M E N T R A T I N G S , STANDARD DEVIATION OF CELL
M E A N S , A N D CODING OF CUE DIRECTIONALITY
AND CUE DISCREPANCY
Sd
YA,
Sdi
YA2
Sd2
YA 3
Sd3 Di D2 X A
0.79
0.53
0.85
0.56
0.98
0.87
0.81
0.98
0.77
1.10
1.29
1.15
1.11
1.20
1.24
1.30
1.24
1.09
0.74
1.16
0.99
1.15
1.09
1.08
1.15
1.31
1.06

1.52
1.24
1.48
1.38
1.76
1.29
1.38
2.33
1.71
3.81
2.95
4.05
5.52
4.38
4.10
4.14
4.29
5.67
6.62
5.33
5.67
5.81
5.67
6.10
5.29
4.76
5.19

0.68
0.54
0.93
0.74
1.14
1.10
1.20
1.32
0.96
1.08
1.20
1.34
1.08
1.24
1.37
1.52
0.96
1.15
0.59
1.20
1.20
1.08
1.15
0.89
1.31
1.30
1.33

1.67
1.33
1.76
1.38
1.86
1.81
1.48
1.81
1.57
3.43
2.95
3.86
4.71
4.00
4.10
3.71
3.71
5.76
6.62
4.67
5.86
6.14
5.43
5.62
5.14
5.05
4.81

1.11
0.58
1.04
0.50
1.24
1.03
0.93
0.93
0.67
1.08
1.56
1.24
1.23
1.22
1.37
1.42
1.59
1.18
0.74
1.11
0.96
1.01
1.36
1.16
1.11
1.69
0.98

1.62
1.29
1.33
1.24
1.29
1.33
1.10
1.43
1.57
2.86
3.48
3.62
4.38
3.71
3.19
3.00
3.19
4.81
5.90
3.81
5.19
5.86
4.90
5.71
4.57
6.00
4.52

0.59
0.46
0.58
0.43
0.56
0.48
0.30
0.68
0.68
1.15
1.12
0.86
1.02
1.15
0.98
0.95
1.17
0.93
0.89
1.17
0.81
1.35
0.77
1.19
1.03
0.95
0.87

1
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
2
1
1
3
2
3
2
1
1
3
1
0
1
3
1
1
2
3
o
A.

3
1
1
2
1
0

Mean Group Response on Ratings of Depression
Mean Group I Response on Ratings of Depression
Mean Group II Response on Ratings of Depression
Mean Group III Response on Ratings of Depression
Standard Deviation of Depression Ratings Across Groups
Standard Deviation of Depression Ratings for Group I
Standard Deviation of Depression Ratings for Group II
Standard Deviation of Depression Ratings for C-rouD III
First Coded Vector for Cue Directionality
Second Coded Vector for Cue Directionality .
Coded Vector for Cue Discrepancy
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TABLE 8
MULTIPLE CORRELATIONS AND SEMI-PARTIAL CORRELATIONS
BETWEEN CELL MEANS, CUE DIRECTIONALITY,
AND CUE DISCREPANCY

^.DA

=

.5083

R2

=

.2583

^.D

=

.5078

R2

=

.2578

^y.A

=

.001

R2

=

.001

%.D(A)

=

.5078

R2

=

.2578

%.A(D)

=

.001

R2

=

.001

R

=

Multiple

Correlation

R2

=

Coefficient

R..

=

Semi-Partial

D

=

Cue D i r e c t i o n a l i t y

A

=

Cue D i s c r e p a n c y

V

=

C e l l Mean

of

Determination

Correlation
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TABLE 9
CUE DIRECTIONALITY, CUE DISCREPANCY
AND THE JUDGMENT PROCESS

One-way M u l t i v a r i a t e A n a l y s i s of Variance (MANOVA)
on Cue D i r e c t i o n a l i t y and Cue Discrepancy
Source

Wilks'A

Group

.9194

df

Approximate F

df

£

2,2,59

1.27

4,118

.2866

U n i v a r i a t e A n a l y s i s of Variance on Cue D i r e c t i o n a l i t y
Source

df

Group

2,60

F^

£

.2724

.7662

U n i v a r i a t e A n a l y s i s of Variance on Cue Discrepancy
Source

df

Group

2,60

F

£

2.26

.1114
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TABLE 10
INTER-RATER

RELIABILITY

Z e r o - O r d e r C o r r e l a t i o n s Among R a t e r s
J u d g i n g L e v e l of F a c i a l E x p r e s s i o n
S]_
Si

S2
1.00

S3

S4

S5

.91

.91

.94

.91

.91

.94

1.00

.94

52

1.00

53

.91

.91

54

.91

.91

1.00

55

.94

.94

.94

.94
.94

Z e r o - O r d e r C o r r e l a t i o n s Among R a t e r s
J u d g i n g L e v e l of Eye C o n t a c t

Si

Si

S2

S3

S4

S5

—

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

^2
S3

1.00

1.00

S4

1.00

1.00

1.00

Sc

1.00

1.00

1.00

S-,

=

Rater 1

52

=

Rater 2

53

=

Rater 3

S^

=

Rater 4

Sc

=

Rater 5

1.00
1.00

_
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DEPRESSION
Attached is a series of client statements that are
examples of varying degrees of depression communicated to
a therapist. I would appreciate your judging each statement for its level of communicated depression according
to the scale below. Each judgment should be made independently of other judgments. Please write the number
(1-11) beside the statement identification number. A
brief description of depression has been provided for
your reference if needed.
Depression
This disorder is evident in an excessive reaction of
sadness due to an internal conflict or some external event.
Symptoms of a depressed person may be apparent in any of
four categories: feelings (feeling gloomy, etc.), motivation (no desire to be active, etc.), thinking (negative view
of the world, etc.), or physical (loss of appetite, etc.).
l...the person is not depressed, has none of the
symptoms described above
6...the person is depressed, has a significant amount
of the symptoms described above
11...the person is very depressed, has a great amount
of the symptoms described above
The above represents definitions of the end points and
midpoint of the scale, but you may use any of the 11 points
on the scale to make your judgments.
low 1..2..3..4..5..6..7..8..9..10..11 high
1.
*

Instead of sitting around the house feeling sorry for
myself, I decided to go out and get involved in community activities. There are a lot of things that someone like me can do in the community, as long as I'm
willing to look for them. I'm thinking about getting
involved in volunteer work at the hospital.

2

I aot a letter from a friend I haven't seen in a long
.^^
j ^ ^^s great to hear from her and find out how
she's doing. As soon as I read her letter I sat down
and wrote a letter to her, and when I read it over, I
realized that a lot of good things have happened to
me since the last time I wrote to her.

•
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After all these years, we finally bought a piano. I
used to play very well when I was young, and I'm sure
I can still play as well, with a little practice. I
plan to teach my children too, if they want to learn.
Who knows? I may even give lessons to kids in the
neighborhood. I'm not sure about doing something
like that, but I think it's worth considering.

4.

I was reading a column in the newspaper, a satire about
family life in America, and I really laughed about it.
I never realized how many families have the same problems that we do. I don't mean really serious problems,
just silly little things like fighting over the bathroom in the morning. There's a lot of humor in things
like that, if you stand back and look at them.

5.

Sometimes, when everyone else is gone, I like to sit
down and examine myself. I think about what I want
out of life, what my feelings are—things like that.
I think I need times like that to stand back from the
rest of the world and take a good look at myself. I
feel that the more I understand myself, the more I
understand what goes on around me.

6.

^This weekend we're all going on a picnic. I'm really
looking forward to it because we don't do many things
as a family anymore. I was happy to see that when I
suggested it, everyone was pretty enthusiastic about
the idea. In fact, the children volunteered to help
me get ready for it. So it's become kind of a family
project.

7.

My daughter's teacher asked me if I could volunteer
some time to help with class activities, things like
field trips. I said I could, and I've already started
planning activities and making arrangements for a few
class projects. I have a lot of ideas, and I'm anxious
to try them out.

8

I was just talking to one of my friends and she asked
^me if it bothered me not to have a job, to be just a
housewife. She wasn't trying to insult me or anything,
but I guess it makes me angry when people say things
like "just a housewife." And I told her how I felt,
that being a housewife is an important job.

*
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^The other night I went to open house at my daughter
Jenny's school, and her teacher went on and on about
what a good student Jenny is and how well she's doing.
I felt very proud about what she said, because I try
to help my daughter with her homework and things like
that, and it made me think that maybe I'm doing a good
job as a mother after all.

10.

^One of my friends told me that she really liked the
job I did on my garden. I think she only said that
to be nice. It really doesn't look very good, and I
don't spend much time working in it anymore. I sort
of gave up on it because it wasn't working out the
way I wanted. S^ome people have a natural talent for
growing things, but not me. I don't know why I ever
tried to have a garden in the first place.

11.

I'm sorry for being late today. I'm running behind
schedule. I fell asleep after the kids went to school
and my husband went to work. I haven't been sleeping
very well at night, and so I guess it catches up with
me in the morning. Maybe if I drink more coffee I
can stay awake during the day.

12.

I don't know what to talk about today. Not much has
been happening in the last week. One of my friends
asked me to join an aerobic dance class, but I haven't
decided anything yet. I guess I could use some exercise, but I don't know if I want to sign up for a
class like that. I haven't felt like doing much of
anything lately.

13.
'

My daughter is always talking about what a great mother
^her best friend has. I bet she never brags about me
that way. I suppose there's really nothing for her to
brag about. I'm not really a very good mother. I feel
sorry for my daughter. She deserves to have a better
mother than me, someone who knows how to plan parties,
someone who's always fun, and who always knows the
right thing to do

14

I used to get a lot of satisfaction out of being in^volved in community activities. But lately, I don't
know it just doesn't mean very much to me. I found
mvseif just going through the motions when I got involved with some committees, so I just dropped out
altoaether
I think that was the best thing to do,
since I probably wasn't much of a help anyway.
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15.

I had to go to school and speak to my son's teacher.
He hasn't been paying attention in school, and his
grades have been slipping. It's my fault that he
hasn't been doing well in school. I should spend
more time helping him with his homework and I should
show more interest in how he's doing in school. If
it wasn't for me, he'd probably be doing much better.

16.

One of my friends asked me if I wanted to sign up
for a sewing class with her, and I immediately said
no. I've never been very good with my hands, you
know, I really can't sew or draw, or do anything
like that very well. So there's no point in my
taking sewing lessons, it would just be a waste of
money. I'm sure I could never learn to do it very
well.

17.

^This week I had a fight with my husband. We've had
this disagreement about the household expenses very
often, and as usual, I lost. I couldn't express myself or defend my point of view. I just started
crying after a while, and my husband said there was
no point in continuing our conversation if I was just
going to cry about it. I guess he was right.

18.

I'm just not as fortunate as other people. If something can possibly go wrong with me, you can bet it
will. I feel like I'm already a loser before I try
to do something. It doesn't seem fair to me, to be
so unlucky, but there's nothing I can do about it,
so why should I even try? It doesn't seem worth it
to me.

19,

Sometimes I wish that I just wouldn't wake up in the
^morning. It would be a lot easier if I went to sleep
one night and never got up again. Then I'd never feel
this way again, I'd never feel anything, and everyone
would be happier without me. I don't always feel
that way, but that's how I feel right now.

20

I'm my own worst enemy. Every time I set out to do
something, I get frustrated and quit. Yesterday I
was trying to make a dress for my daughter and I
messed it up. I got upset and ripped up the material
If I can't even do a simple job like that,
I'm'just a hopeless case. I can't do anything.

*
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21.

I'm afraid that everyone will leave me. I can tell
that no one wants to be around me. But why should
they? I'm always in a bad mood and I don't have
much to say. I don't know what I'll do if everyone
turns against me. It scares me, but I know that
that's the kind of treatment I deserve from everyone.

22.

I just feel numb sometimes, as if nothing really
matters. I think that if the house was on fire, I'd
just sit there and watch the place burn instead of
running outside. It's as though I'm separate from
everything that goes on around me, almost like an
invisible observer. Sometimes it's like being in a
dream, as though nothing is real.

23.

I don't like to talk about how I feel. It only makes
me feel worse. I don't think talking about unpleasant
things is going to help me. I don't think anything
can help me. I don't want to get my hopes up by believing that things will change. Nothing ever goes
right for me anyway, so why should things be any
different now?

24.

^Lately there have been a lot of problems in my family,
and I think it's because of me. The kids have been
fighting a lot and my husband has been very irritable.
They'd be a lot better off without me. I guess they
would miss me at first, but in the long run, they'd
be a lot happier if I just wasn't around anymore.

25.

Yesterday, I broke a glass in the kitchen, and I cried
and cried. It wasn't a good glass, just an everyday
glass, but I still got very upset. I felt as though
I can't even do something simple like clearing the
table without doing something wrong. If I can't even
do something like that, what can I do?

26

Sometimes I sit for hours with the shades drawn. I
"don't know where the time goes. I just sit there and
stare. I can't even remember what I was thinking
about'for so long. Sometimes I seem to lose entire
days, when I can't remember what I've spent so much
time'thinking about. Everything just becomes one
big blur.

27.

Even when we watch TV shows that are supposed to be
•funny I don't laugh. I don't even want to be around
Deople who are laughing or having a goo;! time. It ju!
emphasizes the fact that I don't feel good, at least
not as good as everybody else. So I'd rather avoid
people when I don't feel as good as they do.
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DEPRESSION RATING SCALE
You are about to view a series of videotaped statements
simulating a person in therapy. After you watch each videotape segment please rate the level of depression you think
the person shows on the rating scale below. There are no
right or wrong answers so your judgments should be made on
the basis of your personal opinion about the level of depression shown by the person. Each rating should be made
independently of the others. In order to help you make your
judgments the following definition of depression is provided
and a rating scale is defined for your use.
Depression: This disorder is evident in an excessive
reaction of sadness due to an internal conflict or some external event. Symptoms of a depressed person may be apparent
in any of four categories: feelings (feeling gloomy, etc.),
motivation (no desire to be active, etc.), thinking (negative
view of the world, etc.), or physical (loss of appetite, etc.)
not depressed

1...2.. . 3. . .4...5...6...7

very depressed

l...the person is not depressed; she has none of the symptoms
described above
4...the person is depressed; she has a significant amount of
the symptoms described above
7...the person is very depressed; she has a great amount of
the symptoms described above
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Group #

Please describe any cues or characteristics of the client
that you saw as relevant to forming your judgments of the
videotape segments.

It is in the best interest of scientific inquiry not to
discuss with other students any aspect of the experiment
in which you have just participated. Such discussion may
Ipad to possible distortions of the data and may in effect
cause the entire experiment to be abandoned. Thank you
for your participation.

